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CHAPTER 1

DIGITAL COMPUTERS AND THE TEACHING
OF COLLEGE GEOGRAPHY

Although the large digital computer represents a relatively recent innovation in
American universities, it is already established as a major tool for research
geographers There is, in geographic research as in other disciplines, a definite
interaction between tools and problems. Some problem areas may lie dormant for a

period of years or even decades because the necessary research tools are unavailable.
When a new research tool becomes available, either through primary innovation or
through the transfer of knowledge from workers in other disciplines, there is
frequently a surge of interest in topics which had previously been set aside, as well
as development of new areas of investigation.

An example of this phenomenon within geography can be seen in the impact of the
high-speed, digital computer on problems of multivariate regionalization. The
approach to an optimal multivariate classification of areas based upon a comparison
of between region and within region variances had been developed, but empirical
implementation was forced to wait until computing machinery capable of handling
the calculations became available. When it did, a strong upsurge of empirical
interest in this topic followed. These empirical investigations raised, in turn,
additional theoretical questions and the cycle advanced through another phase.

Parallel to the development of the computer as a research toot in many
disciplines has been its use as an instructional aid. Early applications of the digital
computer in instruction inwilved the use of the machine to permit students to
handle problems of a site and scale of complexity that had hitherto been impossible
within the standard classroom situation. In engineering, for example, students
began to handle problems which. were considerably more realistic than the
traditional, handcomputed examples. This proved quite fruitful, and the intro-
duction o the computer as a laboratory tool pr6ceeded rapidly in many
enginee,ring disciplines and, in some schools, its use has been firmly established for
well over a decade. An illuminating discussion of this approach can be found in the
report of the Ford Foundation project at the College of Engikering of the
University of Michigan [ I 71. Instructional use of the computer has lagged
considerably in most of the social sciences, though there have been some recent
attempts wittlin geography and other social science disciplines to provide programs
of this nature. For example, see the work by Rushton I l l j as well as the more
elaborate urban simulations such as that of Wiirneryd [191.

Recent technological developments have pemiitted the central computer to
handle a large numbec of users on a nearly simultaneous, real-time basis. Efficient
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time-sharing systems permit a number of users, equipped with remote terminals, to
utilize a central computer through the intermediate efforts of a complex supervisory
system which examines the priorities and needs of each user and allocates to him
only that portion of the main computer's capajity required for his work, and for
only that period of time which is necessary to process the next step in his problem.
Much of the capacity of these time-sharing systems arises out of the great disparity
between the internal compUtation speeds of the central computer and the speed at
which information can be transmitted and received from the remote terminals. This
disparity can be.seen in an examination of the relative printing rates of m'st of the
commercially available remote terminals. These are very slow when compared with
the main computer's dedicated peripheral printers and the speed factor is

frequently on the order of 250 or 300:1, if not _more. Even with this speed
differential, the main computer is frequently bound by the capacity of its "high
speed" printers and will operate two or more of them simultaneously in order to
attain greater output volumes.

The introduction of time-sharing facilities in many universities has prompted the
development of computer assisted instruction (CAI). There has been a great deal of
Interest in CAI on all educational levels ranging from preschool children to college
graduates, and many of the CAI developments in college geography are discussed in
previous technical papers of the Conimission on College Geography. In the standard
CAI environment, the time-sharing computer interacts with one or more students
utilizing remote terminals. A series of queries are presented by the computer, based
upon a program previously prepared by the instructor, with each query in the
program designed to illuminate a p7rticular point relating to the topic under
discussion (e.g.. map projections, water balance, etc.). After each query the student
presents a response which the computer checks against a series of stored answers
which have also been provided by the instructor, and then, depending upon the
nature of the student's response, branches to another section of the program.
Internal loops are common in these programs so that the student can be given an
opportunity to re-examine material that is giving him difficulty. This "match,
branch and loop" format is basic to most CAI programs. In many cases, the CAI
programs are not really computational ones since they utilize only a very small
portion of the available facilities of the central computer and are normally
restrained to "match, branch and loop" operations. Although many CAI programs
are run on large, third generation digital computers which provide the necessary

time-sharing environment, the "match, branch and loop" mode of these programs
does not really require the facilities of a computer of such power and some
universities have responded by installing smaller computers which handle only CAI
work. An informal survey conducted in 1970 indicated that only a handful of U.S.
geography departments were currently utilizing CAI on either an experimental or
operational basis, but that many of the departments had a strong interest in future

uses of CAI.
It is possible to utilize the basic "match, branch and loop" format of the CAI

program in combination with the major,computational capacity of the machine.

2
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This could be done, for example in a CAl unit dealing with problems of spatial
optimization which, after providing instruction in the basic elements of linear
program and its application to spatial problems, would require the student to
set up a specifieproblein in linear programming format. The CAl program would
call upon a resident linear plogramming routine to solve the student s problem and
then display the results of this computation' to the student together' with an
appropriate commentary. Because* of the multi-processing nature of large modern
computers, the CAI program could continue the foreground conversation with the
student while the linear programming problem was running in the background. This
represents a rather sophisticated use of CAI, but one that will be increasingly
utilized. There are, however, several basic disadvantages to current CAI approaches
which arise largely out of the computing environment as it stands at the present
time. These include:

I) The lack of comparability of the programs. A great variety of CAl
programming languages are available, some of which can be utilized only on
specific machines, and sometimes only at specific installations. Other
languages which appear to have greater comparability, particularly the BASIC
language, stiffer from a lack of standardization which inhibits the easy
transfer of CAlikograins from one installation to another. .

2) The slow printing speed of mast remote terminals. An inexpensive terminal
tends to print so slowly that there is difficulty in retaining student attention,

C-hv Ile terminals with higher printing speeds are, at present , unduly expensive.
3) The difficulty of producing any form of graphic output at a remote terminal.

This is an impediment which appears particularly critical fo geographic
applications since many geographic CAI applications would be eft greatly
from the output of simple graphics as well as maps. Availa le graphics
terminals are currently both specialized and expensive, while pr nting a one
page map at a Teletype terminal utilizing a printing area of, say 50 rows by
70 columns would require the printing of 3,500 map elements (characters)
and would take five minutes or more. As terminals with hi er printing
speeds become available, this time will be cut to two minutes or undlt, brit
even this is not adequate. At present, then, geographically based exercises
which require more than exceedingly modest, amounts of graphic output, or
which require map output, can be carried out only on expensive remote
terminal installations or by utilizing the batch processing capability of the
central computer.

It must Inzmphasized that these problems will undoubtedly be overcome in the
next few Vet4.'s by rapid increases in the level of computer and communications
technology. It would appear that a profitable interim approach would be to develop
a series of more complex programs based on highly standardized languages, such as
FORTRAN, and oriented toward batch processing rather than time-sharing.

As technology improves, these programs could be converted to the "foreground-
background" CAI mode mentioned earlier. Experiments have shown that the

3
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program described in this paper, LANDUSE, can be run effectively in such a
configuration, but to do so at present requires the use of a highspeed tenninal, a
specialized communications link and a 300 line/minute printer. This type of
installation has a rental rate significantly in excess of $1,000/month. Within a
period of four to six years, it should be possible to incorporate these programs into
a CAI environment in which such equipment configurations are less expensive and
much more common than they are today.

The LANDUSE Program

The program described in this paper, LANDUSE, is designed as a laboratory tool
for use in economic geography courses at both the beginning and intermediate
levels. It is not a CAI program in the current sense of that term, since it does not
utilize the basic "match, branch and loop" structure. It is, rather, directly related to
the third type of instructional program termed "generative" by Huke, Fielding and
Rummage [6]. Programs of this nature permit students to enter parametric
information into a process model and to note the fashion in which the model
operates upon the information to produce the desired output. Students are
expected to interpret the patterns produced with reference to the theoretical
concepts contained in the process 'model. The impact of changes in the system can
also be explored through alterations of the parameter values n successive runs of
the program. In this manner, the program assists the stud nts in attaining an
understanding of some interrelatiOships present in comple models of spatial
environments. A similar approach to industrial location i embodied in the

computer model developed by Smith and Let [13].
LANDUSE deals with a simple model of agricultural land use (the. basic von

Thtinen model), which is relatively rich and capable of successivecomplication. Th
program was developed after an examination of an early versi0 of the program
prepared by Rushton [II] . An entirely new program was prepared; rather than
modify the Rushton program, in order to provide a number of additional features
in an efficient fashion. These include:

1) replication of the basic case consisting of a single market center and simple
concentric rings,

2) introduction of one or more space distorting transportation routes into the
system in a completely flexible form, and

3) an ability to change the scale of analysis in a flexible but sir ple fashion.

Chapter 11 provides a summary Qf the process theory which underlies the
operation of the program. The third chapter describes the structure of the program
and some of the problems encountered in class'room use. The final chapter presents
six selected cases which demonstrate the flexibility and scope of the 4/ANDUSE
program.

4
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CHAPTER 11

AGRICULTURAL LAND USE:
A BRIEF THEORETICAL STATEMENT .

The basic theory pertaining to the spatial structure of agricultural production
originated a century and a half ago in the work of a German economist, Johann
Heinrich von Thum. Since then, other researchers have produced more c.oniplete
and complex statements of this theory but we are concerned here largely with the
simple case as originally presented in von Thiinen's classic book, The Isolated State
[181. In this work von Thiinen attempted to discover those laws which influence
the prices of agricultural products, and the way in which price variations are
subsequently translated into patterins of agricultural land use. Basically, he was
concerned with competition between various agricultural products and farming
systems for the use of specifiii, plots of land. A nrimary assumption of his model
was that on each piece of land, the activity which yielded the highest net return
from utilization of the parcel Would be found and that competing activities would
be displaced to locations where tiley, in turn, would yield the'highest net return.

To facilitate discussion of this problem, von ThUnen utilized a hypothetical case
his "isolated state" wherein he posited the existence of a market center located

at the center of a large, fertile plain which contameu \no transportation routes. The
undifferentiated plain in which transfer costs are a simple function of distance, the
"isotropic plain," appears as a starting point in many geographic theories. Von
Thiinen further assumed that throughout the plain the soil was equal in quality and
that the agricultural productivity of specific plots of land did not vary from one
location to another. At some great distance from the town the plain turned into an
uncultivated wilderness which effectively :Lit off all communication between the
"isolated state" and the outside world. In this isolated community, the central
town would supply the surrounding rural area with all manufactured products and,
iri return, would obtain all of its agricultural inputs from enterprises located on the
plain. The problem as posed by von Thiinen was. what patter, n of cultivation would
take shape, given the stated condition's, and how would farming systems in different
portions of the plain be affected by their distance from the central town? An
explicit assumption in his work was that all agricultural entrepreneurs made
decisions i,n an economically rational fashion. That is, entrepreneurs responded only
to profit maximization as an optimizing goal and were assumed to be in possession
of complete information pertaining `q choices.

Economic Rent and Location Rent
, .

As the basis of his analysis, von ThUnen introduced the concept of economic
rent. While he developed this notion independently, it had also been introduced a

5
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few years earlier by an English economist, David Ricardo, who was interested in the
way certain factors conditioned agricultural production decisions. He was, however,
concerned primarily with variations in productivity rather than with ihe impact of
puiely spatial factors. The Ricardian version of economic rent, as contrasted to that
of von Thunen, is cledrly set forth by Michel Chisholm in his book, Rural

Selttement and Land Use [21. %,
...

The concept of economic rent is central to many qtlestions of land use
compeiition and it is utilized in the voh Thunen model to provide a means whereby
this competition is resolved in a rational fashion. The observed gap beiween.; ravenue's an costs represents economic rent in a technical sense. Von Thimen
observe that Ricardo had baZ'Iti his discussion of the nature of economic rent upon
differences in thesinherent productivity of xarious parcels of, agricultuial land, but
that the same phenomena would arise'if productivity were held constant and tf, -.
parcels were subjected to valettng transp&tation charges based upon the
moving their production over different distances to the central market. In
case, differential fertility of the plots influenced the level of gross returns,wyneleas

in von Thiinen's model, gross returns remained constant, but the c....st of
:,transport?loiim varied with distance to' tIze_market.

,-,

...

The two cases are quite similar, but 1 recent-iiterature has tended to apply the
term, "location rents" to those economic rents arising solely out of differences in
lot, 'ion. This serves'to differentiate them from more general scarcity rents which,
may arise from factors such as simultaneous variations in productivity as well as
-location. It should be made clear, however, that location rents constitute a.specially
cleaned subclass of general economic or scarcity rents and are identical to the latter
only in the case wherein.location ig the only factor differentiating the parcels of
land.

Given the assumption that we are dealing with a finite group of activities (which
in themselves may consist of fixed bundles of subactivities, e.g., crop rotation ''
schemes) it is then possible to view competition for the use of agricultural land as
equivalent to the following process. each 'entrepreneur wishing to engage in an
activity evaluates the utility of a given parcel for carrying out a specific activity and
determines the level of rent which can be expecteu. This figure repregents the ,

maximum amount that the operator will be willing to. bid for use of the parcel of
land; since any bid higher than this estimate would require that the activity in
question be operated at a loss. The bids for use of the parcel by various
entrepreneurs desiring to undertake different activities may be ranked and the
maximum identified. The activity associated with this maximum` bid will then,

i(k.4Vecome the one which occ ies that particular unit of land. This notion may be
extended to non - agricultural a ivities, of course, and is roughly equivalent to the
"highest ancilbest use" notion which is frequently encountered in the urban land
economics literature. in fact, a significant proportion of the current theory dealing
with the internal spatial structure of the city rests upon the extension of this notion
of location rents to form a basis for land use competition in the city, e\.g.,,
Alonso [IL

6
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A Mathematical Statement-othe von Thiinen Model

In his'origmal work, von Thiinekwas concerned with specific cases, but he did
produce a general statement relating-TOZation rent to distance from the market
center. Typically the basic von Thi Men model can be stated as a simple linear

k-/ equation:

R, = YiP, Y,C,'-- Y,T,D = YilPi -C, T\iD1 ,(t = I ,...,n) (i)

wh( :atioa rent for the ith activity n a specific paled of land
,:tal production/unit of land for the ith activity

Pi = unit price at the market for-the ith activity
Ck unit production cost for the ith activity
T, = transport charge/unit/kilometer for the lth activity
D = airline distance of the parcel of land from the market in km.

This equation states that the bid rent for activity i at a specific parcel is equal to
the gross returns en production Jrom that parcel (Y,P,), less the total cost of
production (Y,C,), I s he cost of moving that production to the market (Y,P,D).
The simplest situation obtaindd when we assume the existence of an isotropic
transport plain in which , is'a linear function of distance and is assumed to have an
intercept of zero, i.e., there are no terminal charge's in the system. It is also
normally assumed that productivity is constant over the plain. That is, Y, does not
vary locationally within the system and that a similar condition holds with respect
to unit production costs thus yielding a constant value, C,, for every parcel. The.
unit price at the market is also assumed to be constant and the market will absorb,
at that price, any amount which is offered. .

For a specific activity, these assumptions leave us with identical net returns (Y,P,
Y,C,) excluding transport costs for every parcel on our hypothetical plain. The

only variations in rent are then introduced by variations in transfer costs (MID)
which are Lqsed entir y upon differences in the value of D. That is, when the
parcel is located the market site the ,third term in equation (1) is zero and
location rent is equal to gross "returns minus total cost of production. As parcels
further and further from the market are considered, the size of the third term
(Y,P,D) in the equatik increases. At some distance from the market transport
charges will be equal to gross returns and the rent will.fall to zero. This distance
marks the limit of feasible cultivation for the activity since production beyond this
point would be unprofitable. The term relating to unit production costs, CI, is

ydefined in a somewhat unique fashion. It includes.not only t normal cost of
carrying out the activity but also includes a specific term repre nting a "normal"
profit for the operator. This means, then; that location rents can be viewed as a
potential "excess" profit for the entrepreneur.

Since equation ( I) is linear and continuous, it is easily represented in a graphic
forin. In Figure 1, a bid rent curve for a specific activity has been plotted for
parcels of land located at successively increasing distances from the market center

4.
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M distance

Figure 1. The Bid Rent Curve for a Single Activity

D

at M. The rent K is the net return derived from a parcel located at the market place

and is equal to YP YC since transport costs at that location are zero. The distance

MD represents the maximum distance at which a parcel can economically engage in

the activity. For distances greater than MD either a subsidmust be provided or it

must be assumed that the operator is not behaving in an economically rational

tashion. The slope of the bid rent olive is obviously equal to the unit transfer cost in

the system and becomes increasingly steep as unit transfer costs increase. Figure 2

D* D
A

distance +

D

Figure 2. Bid Rent Curves for Two Competing Activities

displays a competitive situation where there are two activities, A and B, whose

different bid rent curves res\ilt from differences in unit market price, unit
. .
production costs, or unit transfer costs between the two activities, In each case,

these values remain constant for the activity at any location, but they are permitted

no vary between activities. As in the previous example, KA represents the rent at-'

the market for a parcel utilized by activity A, while KB represents the rent at the

8
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market f r a parcel utilized by activity B The slopes of the two bid rent curves
differ significantly reflecting higher unit transfer costs for A than for B If there
were no competition present in the system and each activity were considered singly,
then DA would represent the maximum distance at Ouch activity A could be
undertaken with DB(DB > DA) representing the maximum limit of cultivation for
activity B. However, the two activities are in competition for use of the parcels and
within the distance MD* the bid rent of activity A always exceeds that of activity
B, and hence activity A will then occupy all parcels of land between the market and
location D*. However at distances greater than D* activity B produces a higher bid
rent than activity A and activity B will occupy those parcels of land lying at
distances from the market greater than D* and less than Dg. An entrepreneur
located on a parcel of land exactly D* kilometers from the market would be
indifferent between the two activities since both produce identical bid rents at that
point and no economic basis exists for differentiating between them.

The graphic analysis of the competitive situation shown in Figure 2 is only
one-dimensional and total rent in this case is equivalent to the area under the curve
KARDB. When translated to the two-dimensional case, two rings centered at M are
formed. The first, with radius MD* encloses the area of cultivation of activity A;
the second, starting at distance D* and extending to radius MDB encloses the area
of cultivation of crop B (see Figure 3). The resulting spatial pattern is one which is

Figure 3 Simple Thunen Rings

commonly referred to as -fhunen Rings." The total rent in the two-dimensional
ease is then given by the volume of the solid of revolution formed by rotating
KARDB about KAM as an axis (see Appendix A of Dunn 131 for a more detailed
discussion).

A great deal has been written on the von Thimen model and for disimssions of its

9
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many complicationsadd extensions, see the works by Dunn [3], Isard [7], and
Alonso 111. The utility of even the simple model in explaining the observed
patterns of land use has been noted by a number of researchers and much of this
latter work is admirably reviewed in Chisholm [2].

Extensions of the Simple Model

The basic von Thithen model outlined above displays a number of important
factors relating to agricultural production location decisions, and does so in an
exceedingly simple fashion. While it may be characterized as one of the simplest
models' of' land use, it is exceedingly fertile since it is capable of extension and
modificgtion in a variety of ways. Two of these, the expansion to'nittltiple market
centers and the introduction of space distorting transport routes will be discussed
here.

Multiple Market Centers

Given the concept of land use competition, the extension of the basic von
Thitnen model to the case of multiple urban centers is relatively straightforward.
Basically. equation (1) is recast into the following form:

Rij = Y,Pu YiC, (i = I, . .,n; j = I, ..,m) (2)

where. Ru = rent produced by the irk' activity when it is oriented toward the jth
'market center

= unit price for activity i at the jth market center
= transport rate/unit/km. for movement of output of activity i to

market center
(the remaining terms are as previously defined)

Utilization of this formulation results in the establishment of multiple bid rent
curves based upon the various market caters (see Figure 4). The structures are as
defined in ths. previous example except that, in this case, an evaluation Of the bid

rent curves shows that at certain locations, for example, L, three "different"
activities are bidding for the use of the land. At L we see positive bid rents derived

from activity A oriented toward market I and activity B oriented toward market I,
as well as a bid rent derived from activity B oriented toward market center 2. At L,
activity A oriented toward market center I produces the highest but rent and hence
occupies that location. However, at distances greater than MI P we see that
orientations of the two activities, A and B. toward the second market center
produce higher bid rent levels than a continued orientation toward the original
market center. Thus, at distance MIL* from the original market center, it can be
seen that while activity B oriented toward market center I is still making a positive
bid for use ot the land. this bill rs exceeded by those made by activity A and activity
B when oriented toward the second market center. In this particular case, activity

IO
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KA1

KB1

DB2 L DA2 P DAI

4...distance

L* DBI

Figure 4. Bid Rent Curves for Competition Between Two Market Centers

H2

A, with an orientation toward the second market center, occupies the location.
Thus, along the line from M, to M2 , we see a succession of land uses, first A then B
and then A again However, within the area devoted to the cultivation of land use B
there is a breaking point, P, at which the land shifts from the tributary area of the
first market center t6the tributary area of the second center.

An interesting pr lem involves the exact determination of the boundary
between the tributary as eas of the two centers. The boundary is clearly defined in
the onedimensional case,shown in Figure 4, and can be easily inferred in the
two-dimensional case where the parameter values for the two market centers are
identical and an overlap between the bid rent curves exists, the boundary in this
latter case will be a straight line perpendicular to the line joining the two centers.
However, as one of the centers becomes "dominant," the boundary between the
tributary areas of the two .centers will gradually shift from a straight line to a
hyperbola to a parabola and finally to a closed elliptical form around the second
area with the second (smaller) market center occupying the foci of the ellipse
nearest to the larger market center. Demonstration of the development of the
spatial structure in (hese cases is usually very difficult without resort to
complicated mathematical derivations or an ciaborate, carefully plotted graphical
_display. It is, nevertheless, an interesting extension of the basic model.

System-Wide Transport Improvcruents

The introduction of system-wide transport improvements. such as those that
might occur when a new and more efficient type of vehicle is introduced into all
parts of the transportation system can be handled within the model as given in
equations (1) and (2). The net effect IS- simply to reduce The value of Ti or Tit,

11
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which, in turn, leads to a reduction in the slope of the bid rent curves. The benefits
of any system-wide Improvement in transportation may be differentially distlibuted
between activities since, for example, the introduction of a specialized and more
efficient bulk carrier might favor certain commodities over others. Another
example of differential impact would be the introduction of refrigerated, milk
transports which would obviously influence T, for the activity of milk production,
but would have little direct impact upOn the transport costs for commodities such
as grain.

Route-Specific Transport Improvements

A far more interesting, and theoretically complex, case is encountered when
transport improvements in the system differentially influence locations. This is
typically caused in the real world by the 'construction or improvement of an
existing transportation lir.k. For example, a new highway linking two nodes in the
system may be built or an existing road may be improved through resurfacing, thus
leading to lower vehicle opeiating 'costs. Within the context of the basic von
Tht1nen model, the introduction of specific tt.ansport routes can be viewed as a
distortion of the uniform plain since unit transfer costs over the improved routes
will generally be lower than transfer costs over the remainder of the area. Within
the context of equation (1), this change can be handled iri one of two ways:
through variations in the values of the T, depending upon the type of route over
which the travel takes place or, somewhat more easily, by assuming that variations
.occur in D itself. This latter approach arises out of a substitution of the notion of
effective distance for that of airline distance which was previously utilized in the
model. Effective distance is defined as follows: let De be the minimum distance
from the cell to the highway, D, the minimum distance from the market center to
the highway, and D, the distance travelled along the highway. Then the effective
distance D is given by the formula:

DE = Dc + a D, + D, (3)

with a in this case representing the ratio of on-highway to off-highway movement
charges within the range 0 < a < 1. That is, for an a value of 0.5 travelling a unit
distance along the highway would cost exactly half as much as travelling the same
distance off the highway. The use of a as a scaling factor in the equation ..or
effective distance compensates for the real differences in unit movement costs over
the different routes. This proves to be particularly usefulwhen the definition of
effective distance is expanded to Include travel over a potential system of routes:

DE = De + al Di +a2 D2 + 4. Ckn Dn Dt (4)

where there are a series of r. different highway segments in the route, each of which
has associated with it an unique value of a.

12
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The distorting effect of low cost transportation routes was noted by von ThUnen
in his original analysis in a discussion of the distorting effects of a river which
would provide !Ow cost transportation for agricultural commodities upon the limits
of the area undir cultivation. Derivation of the geometric impact of highway
improvement upon land use patterns has been undertaken by several authors, but
the discussion that follows is adi.rtcd from that of Werner PI. Werner was
..oncerned with the distortion of the shape of the hinterland area that occurred
after a new transportation route had been constructed. He defined hinterland as the
area accessible from a given point with a specific level of transportation effort,
where effort may be measured in terms of energy consumption, mileage, time or
other criteria. The analysis asst -es as given the isotropic transport plain, a point P
corresponding to a market cenor and a straight transportation route running
through the area with.a cost per unit flow per kilometer of al on the road and a2
off the road. This basic situation is illustrated in Figure 5.

In Figure 5, for convenience,' the new transportation route is assumed to be
identical with the x-axis and P is a point on the y-axis with coordinates (0,b). The
situation as shown is a symmetric one so that the analysis need only be completed
for points lying to the right of the y-axis. The minimum cat connection from an
arbitrary point Q2 lbcated sufficiently far from P and lying off the transportation
route is given by a direct movement from Q2 towards the road entering with an
angle equal to arc cos a2 /al , then along the road itself to a point R, and then
directly to point P. The angle at which the minimum cost path leaves the road is
again equal to arc cos a2 /al.

Werner demonstrates in his analysis that the half-space under consideration can
be divided into three regions, which are labeled I, II, and III in Figure 5. Within
region I all points have a minimum effective cost path which consists of a direct

Figure 5 Determination of the Sphere of Influence of a Transport Route
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movement to point P with no movement over the road. For all points in region II,
such as the arbitrary point Q2 , all minimum cost connections involve travel over the
road in the fashion outlined above. The situation in region III is more complicated
since for points arbitrarily close to the road, minimum effective cost paths will
involve a combination of direct travel and travel over the road. For points much
further from the road, direct travel will be more efficient. The boundary separating
the two parts of region III, is shown to be a parabola with the point P lying in one
of its foci. The resulting situation is summarized in Figure 6 which displays the
areas of access via the new road versus the areas which retain direct access to point
P. The shaded portion in Figure 6 represents those points in the hinterland of P that
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/ / / //
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Figure 6. The Sphere of Influence of a Transport Route
Source; Werner 120/

vi

have had their distance relationship changed by the introduction of the new
transport facility, while points lying within the area of direct access retain the same
distance relationships as before. For those points in the shaded area, the effective
distance has been reduced by the introduction of the highway and this means that
they are, in a purely economic sense, closer to P than they were prior to the
intro,Action of the highway. By this transformation the areas of cultivation will be
extended along the road, and in the areas immediately adjacent to it, in the fashion
shown in Figure 7 which displays a simple Thiinen ring structure for both the
before and after Lases. Werner goes on to show how the patterns of changed a cess
are influenced when a variety of pre- existing transport networks are assumed and
the interested reader is referred to his original exposition for further details [20J .
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Figure 7. Ring Distortion Produced by a Transport Route
Source: Werner 1201,

new
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Summary

Material presented in this chapter has provided a summary of basic aspects of the
von Thiinen model and some of its more direct extensions. The reader interested in
a more detailed exploration of these problems is referred to the works by Alonso
[1], Chishoolth [2], Dunn [3] , Isard [7] and Losch [9].
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CHAPTER Ill,

THE LANDUSE PROGRAM

1

The objectives in using computer programs such as the one discussed here are set
forth in the article by Huke, Fielding and Rushton [6] , and in the report of the
Engineering Education Project of the University of Michigan [171. The selection of
this specific process model was based upon several factors:

1) the von Thunen model is perhaps the simplest generative model for spatial
patterns of land use, but is rich 'enough to permit a number of interesting
extensions,

2) the basic model is widely known and is discussed in most economic
geography courses, and

3) although the model is simple in structure, a number of operational
difficulties frequently arise among students in visualizing )the changes in
spatial structure resulting from parameter shifts in the model.

The program was developed to provide a means whereby the student could
develop a stronger feeling for the relationship between the abstract model and the
spatial structure which it represents through manipulation of selected portions of
the model and observation of the subsequent impact upon the spatial structure of
land uses. The conventional "blackboard" approach utilizing one-dimensional

'cross-sections (such as those in Figures 1, 2 and 4) has not been proven to be an
effective solution to this problem. Secondary development objectives included a
desire to acquaint the student with the complex spatial structures that can arise out
of even simple linear models (e.g., case V in the following chapter), and to provide a
large group of undergraduates with an introduction to the use of the high-speed,
digital computer as an analysis tool.

Program Structure
,

The program presented here has been designed with flexibility of use in mind. It
has the capability of handling exercises ranging from those that might be
appropriate for an introductory course emphasizing simple concepts to those
suitable for advanced courses dealing with more complex problems. Examples of
the former include generation of simple Thunen rings and the demonstration of the
development of a competitive boundary between two market zenters. The latter
could involve any of the many complex cases of transport improvement and
development. In all cases, the model relies upon the basic von Thiinen model for

. .
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evaluation of competition among land uses. Competing market centers and crops
are readily handled within this framework, and one or more distance distorting
transport routes can be introduced through the concept of effective distance
discussed in the previyus chapter.

The program assumes the existence of an unbounded, isotropic plain upon which
an arbitrary (x, y) coordinate systeril has been established. It then isolates a
rectangular subregion from the plain and proceeds to develop the pattern of land
use according to the basic rent equation. Unless otherwise instructed, the program
assumes that the rectangular subregion is one whose lower left hand corner
corresponds to the zero points of the coordinate system. For pragmatic reasons,
related to both ease of computation and ease of output, the program assumes that
this rectangular area is divided into a series of small areal units which form the basis
for all computations. There are 110 of these units along the horizontal axis and 90
of the units along the vertical or y-axis, producing a total of slightly under 10,000
unit areas. All coordinates which locate features on the plain, such as market
centers are specified as integer numbers in a read right-and-up coordinate system.
These integer numbers correspond to cell numbers. For example, the coordinates of
a market center located approximately in the center of the rectangular region
would be given as x = 55 and y = 45. Within the unbounded plain, the student is
permitted to. locate up to a maximum of ten market centers through the simple
process of specifying their x and y coordinates. However, only those towns lying
within the rectangular area defined by 1 -<. x < 110 and 1 < y <90 will appear on
the output maps.

The student also specifies a series of parameters which define up to twelve
abstract crops, with each crop specified in terms of the following paratheters:

I) Yield per unit area (assumed to remain constant for that crop over the entire
plain):

2) Unit price at (moil of the market centers;
3) Unit cost of production (assumed also to be invariant over the plain):
4) Unit cost of transport per unit distance (permitted to vary between market

Centers and between crops).

With this information in hand, the program proceeds to evaluate the rent
equation for each unit area in turn beginning with the unit irnOhe upper left hand
corner. The distance from tins unit to each of the defined market centers is
calculated and the rent, according to the basic rent equation, that would be derived
at this parcel from cacti crop and market center combination is obtained. For
example, in a system that had two market centers and two crops defined, each unit
area would have four possible bid rents based upon. crop A at market center 1,
crop B at market center I, crop A at market center 2 and crop B at market center
2. From this vector of four bid rent values, the program selects the maximum, and
thus identifies the particular land use which is assigned to the parcel hnd determines
the assignment of the parcel to a specific tributary area. If all bid rents at that
location are negative, then the use assigned is "idle" and the parcel is not assigned

18
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to the tributary area of any urban center. For positive bid rents, the maximum
value is also stored so that subsequent summaries of total rents and total areas
under cultivation can be provided by crop and by crop-market center combinations.

Transport routes are defined by the simple expedient of providing the x and y
coordinates of their points of origin and termination together with a value for a,
the ratio of on-highway to off-highway movement charges. Program operation
proceeds as described before except that the minimum effective distance is

established for the computational cell prior to evaluation of the rent equation. The
information on minimum effective distance, when compared with direct access
distances, permits definition of the sphere of influence of the transportation route.

Subroutines

The program is written entirely in FORTRAN IV and consists of a main routine
and two specialized subroutines. The main routine, LANDUSE, is responsible for all
input and computational phases. The only exception occurs when highways are
present and the subroutine PROJCT is called to determine the shortest distance
between the analysis cell under consideration and a specific hjghway. It will be
recalled that Werner [20] demonstritted that entry into the transport route should
take place at an angle which is a function of the ratio of the two costs. PROJCT,
for reasons of computational simplicity, assumes that entry always takes place at 90
degrees. This introduces some distortion, but it is felt that this can be safely
disregarded in this particular case.

The subroutine REGION is responsible for all map output. It is designed to store
and output up to three one-page maps using the smallest possible amount of core
memory. In order to Fall into the most favorable level of the priority system, the
program is written to load and go using only 14,000 words of ,.:ore. Storage of the
three 54 x 110 maps would normally require nearly 18,000 words of computer
memory, but REGION reduces this storage requirement to under 1,700 words
through the use of masking statements. The amount of storage required by
REGION is dependent upon the computer word length and since word length for
the CDC 6000 series machines is significantly greater than for cwparable
computers, such as the IBM 360, the CDC version of REGION will not dpraje on
other machines. Versions of REGION have been prepared, however, for use on the %
IBM 360 as well as on CDC 3000 series machines, both of which have different'
word lengths than the CDC 6000 series. These modified routines produce output
maps of slightly different sizes than those described here (the 110 units in the
x-dimension of the analysis area represents eleven CDC words each holding ten
characters), but the general structure is identical.

Production of maps on the high-speed printer requires that all output be scaled
by a factor of 3/5 to produce identical vertical and horizontal s(yes. This results
from the size of the characters on the pnnt chain (10 per inch)/and the spacing
between lines (6 per inch). This is why LANDUSE uses a 90 x ,110 analysis region
and produces 54 x 110 maps If this scaling were not done, the Thiinen rings would
be siggificantly distorted.
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Program Limits

The program allows maxima of ten market centers, twelve abstractcrops and
nine transport routes. The number of computations required in the maximum case
can be quite large.\ For example, ih a problem with ten market centers and twelve
crops, the program must evaluate 120 rent values for each of nearly 10,000 cells.
The problem of determining patterns of land use in a system involving a relatively
large nuliber of market centers and crops is not nearly as severe, however, as the
case where there are a large number of transportation routes with multiple
intersections. Since each transportation route is permitted to have an individual
value of a the determination of the minimum effective distance becomes quite
complex. It is possible, therefore, within the defined maxima of the program to
establish problems winch cannot be economically solved even with a' large
high-speed computer. These rather high limits have been established to provide the
program with the maximum amount of flexibility and not with the view that all
will be reached at the same time. From a pragmatic standpoint, it is desirable to
have a lower set of limits for student use. Within the program, these lower limits are
established at four miiketcepters, four crops and two highways and this is the
configuration which is utilized in the normal classroom situation., AcCess to the
larger capabilities of the program may be obtained by punching a single decoding
"password" on one of the problem control cards. If this password is absent, then
the lower set of mammas are in operation; if present, access is permitted to the full
capabilities of the program.

Data Input

Data input to the program takes place via a sequence of con:rol cards, the first
of which is a general probleAn control card specifying the numbei of market centers,
the number of crops, the number of highways and the number of re-scale runs that
are to be made. This card also carries basic title information which is reproduced to
iderify the output, as well as the password if one is entered. The re-scale option is
discussed in detail later, but basically a problem may be rescaled through the
specification of a new origin and a new scale factor for the map. If a problem is to
be re-scaled, an indication of intent must be gveh on the problern control card.
Following the problem control Card, one or more data cards giving, the market
center coordinates are read and are followed by a third group of cards containing
information on the desired scale of the map (given in terms of tl.e number of
distance units per inch) as well as yield levels for each of the crops. The fourth
group of cards is called cop parameter cards, and spee...es for each crop and market
combination: the unit market price, the unit production cost, and the unit
transportation cost per unit of distance. If transportation routes are specified in the
problem, then a fifth .group of cards follows specifying the starting and ending
point of each transportation route as well as its associated a value If the problem is
to be re-scaled one or store times, then the final group of cards consists of re-scale
cards specifying x and y coordinates of the new origin as well as the new distance
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scale factorAny riumber of problems can be run in sequence by repeating the
above deck structure

Detailed instrucbtiSns on the preparation of input cards are given in Appendix A.

4
Program Output

The output of the program consists of a series of maps as well as basic summary
statistics. The first output stage consists of an echo check of data inputs and
repeats, in tabular form, the information pertaining to market centers, crops and

--"highways that has been read from the data cards (see Figures 8 and 9). This permits
the student to check quickly for errors in his control cards. Following the echo
Oeck, from one to four maps are produced depending upon the problem control
card parameters. The firstinap is always a general locatic.i map which displays the
location.of all-Maiket centers and highways in the problem,(see Figure 10). All
maps are identical in format with market center locations shown as "X" 's, and all
carry small crcsses at the corners of the rectangular analysis area to serve as
registration points should the student desire to overlay one or more maps for
coniparative purposes. If highways have been defined in the system, then the
second map is one showing the location of the market centers as well as those cells
which fall within the 'sphere= of influence" of each of the highways (see Figure 11).

Highways are identified by the program by reference to the sequence in which
the highway control, cards are read. That is, the first card is identified by the
program as being associated with highway number 1, the second card with highway
number 2, and so forth. A cell whose effective distance to any of the market
centers is reduced through the existence of highway 1 has a "1" printed in it.
Similarly, any cell which is influenced by highway 2 ha's a "2" printed in it, etc.
Those cells through which direct access still reprcients the minimu;.1 effective

# ,distance are left blank. Thus, the area of the map which is filled with "1" 's
eapresents the sphere of influence of highway 1, the area filled with "2" 's
represents the sphere of influence of highway 2, and so forth.

,,CZMAISSIZN ZN COLLEGE GLZGRAPNy LANDUSE EXAMPLE

CA,t I

THIS PRZOLEs. SPLCIfIES

3 wooqf CtNTE45.

CAZOS. ANC

3 NiumwAY.,

Figure 8 Output Sample Echo Check,
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MARKET CENTER (.:CATIONS

MARKET CENTER A cc:PLTINATE 1 CCCNOIAATE

I 30 60

2 40 20

. AD 40

CR:P A

CRP

cm:P YIELDS

30.0000 UNITS

30.0000 UNITS

MARKET/CROP PAKAMETERS

HAOKLI CENTEK cR:P MARKET PRICE PK:OUCTI:N COST TRANSPORTATION COST

I A 35.00000 5.000000 1.500000

I 0 30.00000 5.000000 1.000000

A 35.0q000 5.000000 1.500000

2 h 30.00000 ,.S.000000 1.000000

3 A 35.00J00 5.040009 1.3(0000

3 4 30.00000 7.000000 1.000000

HISHKA OATA

H104KAK

STARTING P:INT
A COORDINATE I C:C.POINATE

ENDINA POINT
0 C=KOINATE I MIHDINATE ALPHA

1 60 40 30 60 .5000000

2 AO 20 00 40 .5000000

3 30 0 60 40 20 .5000000

Figure 9. Output Sample Nth:, Cheek, 2

LOCATION :I MARKET CENTERS

....

SC46-0( 10:::'..)v DISTANCE UNITS PEA INCH

Figure 10. Output Sample Location of Market Centers and Highways
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Figure 11. Output SampleSphere of Influence of Highway

The next map produced is a general land use map (see- Figure 12). This map
slows the location of each of the market centers as well as the pattern of land use.
The first control card read is associated with crop A, the second with B, etc. Any
cell for which crop A has the highest bid rent has an A printed in it on this map,
any cell with crop B having the highest bid rent has a B printed in it, etc. Cells for
which all bid rents are negative are left blank. For those cells for which two or more
bid rents are identical an "=" sign is printed indicating that a tie exists between
two or more land uses. The last map identifies the tributary areas of each market
center (see Figure 13). The first set of coordinates read is assumed to define market
center I, the second set of coordinates market center 2, etc. A cell is assigned to
center I if the highest bid rent for that cell is one which is associated with sales at
market center I, it is assigned to center 2 if the sales are associated with market
center 2. ejc. Ties are again ident:fied by printing of an "=" sign in the cell.

The final output section consists of a set of summary statistics relating to rent
and area under cultivation for each mai\ket center and crop combination (see Figure
14). Total rent and total area under cultivation are also given for each crop and the
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Figuie 12 Output SampleLand Use

total area with zero rent level, that is, idle land, is also presented. The summary
statistics are useful in providing quantitative measures of impacts due to parametric ,

changes.

Intreductic I of Transportation Routes

Transportation routes are defined within the study area through specification of

the coordinates of their points of origin and termination as well as the associated a
value. The a value represents the ratio of on-highway to off-highway movement
charges and an a value of one implies that these are identical. Thus, an a valuelof

0.5 implies that travel on the transportation route is only one-half ascostly as travel

off the highway. Based upon empirical investigations of vehicle operating costs, it is

possible to select a values which .are* at least roughly in accordance with reality. A
number of studies have examined the effect of transport improvements on vehicle

operating costs and if the assumption is made that an a value of 1 is roughly

equivalent to the crudest of dirt roads, then relative values of a may be established
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Figure 13. Output Sample Tributary Areas

for other common road surfaces as well as for different types of vehicles. Table t
presents some suggested values for a which are based upon empirical investigations.
These values are only suggestive since many other factors influence the lev0 of
operating costs. However the fact that they are based upon "real-world data tends
to make them more viable in the mind of the student.

The sphere of influence of a highway is defined as the set of all cells for which
the average effective distance from the cell to all N market centers is less than the
average airline distance to the towns, or the average effective distance to the towns
using all other highways, A cell which falls within the sphere of influence of a given

' highway is identified on the map with that highway's number, while those cells
whose minimum average distance is the average airline distance are left blank. If the
average effective distances are equal for any two highways with respect to a given
cell, an "=" sign is then printed in the cell.

A transport route may be of any length and may run in any direction, but care
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SUMMARY STATISTICS

mAkALT CENTER CROP WENT AREA

1 A 256310,4 428.33.13

1 331980.3 1523.333'

2 A 251333.1 416.6667

2 31.,i2.9 1300.050

3 A 249219.7 413.3333

5 347813.5 1583.333

TOTALS

CROP TOTAL RENT TOTAL AREA

A 756a63.o 1258.333

990586.7 4406.667

AREA 1TN 2r97 RENT LEVEL 4231.667

Figure 14. Output Sample -- Summary Statistics

must be taKen that, either through initial specification or subsequent re-scaling, the

effective length of the highway is not reduced to zero. If this should occur then an

error message is issued and the program terminates.

Changes in Origin and Scale

All points on the isotropic plain are assumed to be specified in terms of integer

coordinates so that a unit increment in either the horizontal or vertical direction

corresponds to a distance of one-tenth of an inch on the printed map. The factor

SCALE is a non-negative, floating point numberwhich assigns a physical distance to

this unit increment. The physical distance may be either abstractly defined or in

feet, miles, kilomete's, etc., and ten times the value of SCALE is the distance per

unit of the printed output maps. Thp distance scale which is in effect for a
particular problem is printed at the bottom of each map. In order to obtain maps

covering different regions within the plain, the coordinates of the defined market

centers and highways must be modified and/or the value of SCALE must be
changed leaving the remaining data the same. In this case, physical distances must

be regarded as invariant, that is modifications of the valut. of SCALE or shifting of

the origin must necessarily cause a consistent modification of the originally

specified integer coordinates which will preserve the "actual" distances in a spatial

system. Appendix A contains information on how these scale shifts and shifts of

the origin are computed by the program.
The program contains an option which will automatically re-scale any specified
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Table 1

OPERATING COSTS AND ALPHA VALUES FUR ROAD SURFACE
AND EQUIPMENT CLASSES IN A DEVELOPING NATION*

Equipment
Class

Road Surface

Earth Gravel Paved

Small passenger car 3.26 2.55 1.98

(1.P) (0.78) (0.61)

Large passenger car 5.32 '4.13 3.23
(1.0) (0.78) (0.61)

1-ton truck 6.79 4.78 3.56
(1.0) (0.70) (0.52)

3.5-ton truck 11.79 7.47 5.13
.(1 .0) (0.63) (0.44)

15ton tractor
semi-trailer

20.53 12.19 7.92

(1.0) (0.59) (0.38)

*Figures are cents/vehicle-kilometer; bracketed ,numbers are alpha val. es assuming earth
surface to be equivalent to a = 1.0

Source Adapted from figures given in United Nations. Transport Modes and Technologies for
Development. 1970.

problem. A problem which is specified by a data set immediately following a
problem control card is called the reference case. Each re-scale data card which
follows a reference case may contain the coordinates of a new origin as well as a
new scale fact/or. The coordinates of a new origin on the re-scale card are assumed
to be given in terms of the original coordinate system. That is, the system may be
viewed by the student as taking the original rectangular analysis area (which the
program assumes to be located with its lower left hand corner at the zero point of
the coordinate system) and moving its lower left hand corner to the new
coordinates specified on the rescale card. If a scale change is also specified, the
relative size of the region and the analysis areas will be changed as well. The original
coordinates of the matket centers and highways, as specified in the reference case,
are saved and new coordinates are computed relative to this reference problem for
each subsequent rescaling. Changes of origin may or may not be accompanied by
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subsequent changes in scale. In many complex problems, It has been found that
changes in ongin together with simultaneous changes in scale produce useful results
in terms of clarifying the analysis. For example, a complex case may be developed
and the student may desire to examine in greater detail some limited portion of it.
He may then request that the scale of the map be shifted to provide more detail and
that the origin be translated to such a location that the area of greatest interest is
centered in the new map.

In the case of re-scale operations, the number of analysis cells defined in the
rectangular region remains the same wfule their area is effectively changed. In the
present version of the program, this means that the summary statistics in the
reference case and the re-scaled case will not be comparable. This problem will be
ciiminated is a future version of the program.

Using LANDUSE _

The .LANDUSE program was developed at the Department of Geography,
IrVorthwestern University, over a three year period. The program was initially used in

an upper division course in economic geography having an enrollment of about 25
students, most of whom were graduate students from other disciplines. Problems
were assigned on an individual basis and were fairly complex in their structure since

the student group possessed a substantial background in related areas such as
transportation engineering. The use of the program with this small group of mature
students posed a few problems.

During the next year, with the cooperation of Dr. Ian Hamilton (Department of
Geography, London School of Economics) who was a visiting professor at that
time, the use of the program was extended to a larger, lower division course in
introductory economic geography. This course had a registration of about 70
students and because of the larger class size, the students were "teamed" in groups
of two or three in order to reduce operating costs and the load on rather limited
keypunch facilities. Teaming in groups greater than three did not prove successful
because of the increasing remoteness of the individual studentfrom the exercise.

At the present- time, the program is used in both the lower division and upper
division economic geography courses. The types of problems assigned differ

significantly with the more complex problems in the upper division course
reflecting the more substantial background of these students, and their specific
interest in questions of transportation and its relationship to the spatial structure of
land use.

General experience with the program indicates that it has a high level of student
acceptance and that it does increase their level of knowledge in the desired areas.

Necessary Student Background

Aside from a theoretical grounding in the notion of economic rents and location
rents, and in the general structure of the simple von Thlinen model, the student
must know how to prepare the data car's for the program, how to submit the
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program to the computer and how to retrieve his output. In most cases, particularly
when dealing with lower division students, the instiuctor cannot assume student
familiarity with either computers or the operation of the keypunch. Our experience
has shown that basic keypunch instruc'ion can be given in about 15 or 20 minutes
and that an introduction to the program, card layout and computer center
operation take.; about an hour. In many universities, basic keypunch instruction is
provided by the computer center through either direct demonstration or by studeiit
access to video recordings. A sample of the keypunch reference material given to
Northwestern students can be seen in Appendix C.

The first exercise which is normal; assigned at both class levels is a "set piece"
wherein all parameter values are given. This is designed to test the student's
familiarity with card preparation and system operatiOn. Case I- in the following
'chapter is usually used for this purpose.

Operating Coits

The cost of operating the program is a function of the charge level established by ,

the local computer center, as w : las of the number and complexity of the problems
which are assigned by the inst ctor. In the introductory course at Northwestern,
where only a feW simple problems are assigned to teams of students, operating costs
are a1proximately $14.00 to S15 00 per student. More complex problems, although
not a greater number, are assigned in the upper division course on an individual
basis and here the cost, per student rises to between $50.00 and $70.00. In many
cases these charges, particularly those for the lower division class, reflect a level
which is related only to the number of job submissions made, since at Northwestern
a minimum charge of 51.00 per job is set by the computing center. In dealing with
simple problems. one of the major factors influencing total class cost is the number
of submissions per student. This can be minimized by making use of the provision
within the program for stacking problems so that a number of different cases can be
run on the same submission, When used, this tends to reduce significantly the cost
per student.

i

The cost per student lb also increased when students substitute repetitive tests on
the computer for thinking about the operation of the model. Prior to being given
the exercises, the students are instructed to produce trial solutions utilizing
standard graphic methods, such as those shown in Figures 2 and 4. However, the
student finds that it is less work to change merely one or two numbers in his input
deck and resubmit the problem. This substantially increases the number of runs and
the total LOSt. SI nue Lomputer installations have monitor routines available that will
check the number of submissions made by an individual student and will either
prohibit access after a certain number of tries or will call the situation to the
attention of the instructor. Such a program is not available at Northwestern, but a
comprehensive monitoring prugfam is being developed which Nil oul d alleviate this
problem and permit tli instructor to identify those students who are having
difficulties with the operation of tie program.
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While the dollar figures cited here refer to a $7.00/minute computer charge, it
must be kept in mind that at many schools the assignment of dollar values to
classroom use of the computer does not result in any actual transfer of funds. The
"charge" in these cases provides only a means of allocating a fixed resource (which
is paid for in the school's annual budget) among competing users. Charge policies
vary widely amon,; schools and the prosepctive user should make local inquiries.

Program Availability

Because LANDUSE is a large, complex routine which is undergoing continuing
development, a listing of the source deck is not included in this technical paper.
However, machine-readable versions of the current distribution version may be
obtained from the Geography Program Exchange. The activities of the Exchange
and methods of obtaining programs are described in Appendix B. The GPE will
provrde either CDC or IBM versions of the program and persons requesting
machine-readable copies should specify the machine which will be used.

Persons using the program are requested to forward their comments to the
au thor.
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CHAPTER IV

SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE LANDUSE PROGRAM

The following six cases have been chosen to demonstrate the versatility and
flexibility of the program. Parameter values were selected to reflect this goal.
Exercises featuring more "realistic" parameters can be developed easily within the
context of a particular course. The cases presented here begin with a simple
situation which reproduces the basic Th linen ring structure and then proceed
through sucessive complications to a complex case of transport impact combined
with a demonstration of the use of.the re-scale option to provide a finer grain
examination of the results.

For ease of interpretation, boundaries and market center locations have been
emphasized through the addition of hand inserted symbols in most illustrations in
this chapter.

Case I Simple Thtiinen Rings

This case demonstrates the ability of the model to replicate the formation of
simple Thlinen rings around a single market center. It is normally utilized as a "set
piece" in order to familiarize the student with card preparatiori, program
submission and interpretation of the output. The parameter values for generation of
this case are shown in Table 2. and Figures IS and 16 display the resulting land use
pattern and market area structure.
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Table 2

CASE I PARAMETER VALUES

Market Center

Market
Center

1

Market Center Locations

X Coordinate

55

Crop Yields

Crop A
Crop B

30.00 Units
30.00 Units

Market/Crop Parameters

Market
Crop Price

I - A 35.00
1 B 30.00

Production
Cost

5.00
5.00

Y Coordinat

4

Transportation
Cost

1.50
1.00
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Figure 16. Case 1- Tributary Area
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Case II Competition Between Market Ce ... A

The case of competition between two market centers can be dealt with easily
within the context "of the program. Case 11 represents a somewhat arbitrary
selection of parameters leading to a situation where the first center is "dominant"
with respect to the second. The land use pattern which results is displayed in Figure
17. An examination of this map shows that Thi Inen rings develop around both
centers and that land use B merges between them. A more interesting pattern is
revealed when the tributary areas map, Figure 18, is examined. Here the dominance
of the first center is clearly evident and the boundary between the trade areas of
the two centers bends in the direction of the second center which occupies an
off-center location within its trade area. Through suitable adjustment of the
parameters, the boundary between the two trade areas may be bent even further to
the right and in the extreme, caused to close on the far right thus embedding the
trade area of center 2 entirely within the trade area of center I. Table 3 gives the
parameter values which will reproduce this case.

r Table,.3

CASE 11 PARAMETER VALUES

Market Center

1

2

Market Center Locations

X Coordinate Y Coordinate

Clop A
Crop B

36 45
74, 45

Crop Yields

30.00 Units
30 00 Units

Market/Crop Parameters

Market
Center Crop

Market
Price

Product=
Cost

Transportation
Cost

.

A , 45.00
f

5.00 1.00
1 B 40.00 5.00 0.75
2 A 35.00 5.00 1.50
,2 B 30.00 5.00 1.00
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Figure 17. Case 11 Land Use
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Figure 18. Case 11- Tributary Areas
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Case III Transport Route Bypassir., a Market Center

This case is a replication of case 1 with the introduction of ,an- east-west
transportation route running slightly to the south of the market center as shown in
Figure 19. Figure 20 gives the sphere of influence of the transportation route with
those cells containing a "1" having a minimum effective distance which involves use
of the transportation route. The thin vertical line of 1 'S immediately below the
market center results from an anomalous Condition wherein crossing of the
transport route is counted as use of the route. This will be removed in a future .

version of the program. Figure 21 demonstrates the resultant patterns of land use
and should be compared directly with Figure 15. Although there is an observed
extension of land use B along the transportation route, there is no impact upon the
pattern of cultivation of land use A, such as one might have expected from an
examination of Figure 7. The reason for the lack of distortion of the A rings can be
seen through a comparison of Figures 20 and 21. Superimposition of Figure 20 over
Figure 21 reveals that the sphere of influence of the highway does not extend into
the A ring and hence no change is recorded for those cells. Figure 22 displays the
resulting distortion of the trade area along the transport route and Table 4 gives the
parameter values which will reproduce this case.

i i. -

Figure 19. Case 111 Market Center and Highw. A:anon
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Table 4

CASE Ill PARAMETER VALUES

Market Center I °cations

Market Center X Coordinate Y Coordinate

55 451

Crop Yields

Crop A
Crop B

30.00 Units
30.00 Units

Market/Crop ?alameters 1

Market Market Pr6duction Transportation
Center Crop , Price ,E Cost Cost

A-
i

1 A 35.00 . 5.00 1.50

1 B 30.00 5.00 1.00

Highway Data

Starting Point Enting Point

Highway X Coordinate Y Coordinate X Coordinate Y Coordinate Alpha

1 1 39 10B 39 0.45
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1

Case IV Market Center Competition and Transport Impact

This case is a replication of case 11.with the addition of a transport route
bypassing the two competing centers a short distance to the south. The spatial
positioning of the two market centers and the transport route is shown in Figure
23. Because of the existence of twolcenters, a more complex pattern emerges when
the sphere of influence of the road is examined (see Figure 24). The 11..yact, of the
transport route produces an extension of cultivation of both crops A and B to a
point where the new band of cultivation of crop A along the highway arly joins
the two centers (see. Figure 25). There is, however, still a small ,land of B
production remaining at the edge of the AB ring around the secor ,enter. Again,
many of the more interesting results of the insertion of the transr .ation route can
be seen in the examination of Figure 26 w' ii displays the Jfiguration of the
two market areas. Some very significant changes can be .rved by comparing
Figure 26 with Figure 18. The introduction of the transport route has extended the
trade area of center I far to the east of center 2 and the lower boundary between
the two trade areas has now ben wri...-ped up and around center 2, so that its trade
area has become a parabola oriented toward the northeast. The parameter inputs
which replicate this case are given in Table 5.,

Figure 23. Case IVLocation of Market Centers and Highway
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Figure 24. Case IV -Sphere of Influence of Highway
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Table 5

CASE IV PARAMETER VALUES

Market Center

Market Center Locat ons

X Coordinate Y Coordinate

I 36 45

2 74 45

Crop Yields

Crop A
Crop B

30.00 Units
30.00 Units

Market/Crop Parameters

Market
Center Crop

Market
Price

Production
Cost

Transportation
Cost

1 A 45.00 5.00 1.00

1 B 40.00 5.00 0.75

2 A 35.00 5.00 1.50_

2 B 30.00 5.00 1.00

Highway Data

Starting Point ., Ending Point

Highway X Coordinate Y Coordinate X Coordinate Y Coordinate Alpha

1 I 37 108 37 0.30
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Case V Complex Transport Impact

This case is designed to demonstrate that the application of the simple linear
model can r-Jduce relatively complex spatial patterns in the presence of both
competing market centers and off-cemer transportation routes. Figure 27, displays
the spatial situation of market enters with respect to the two transport routes, and
Figure 28 defines the relative spheres of influence of the two transport routes The
operation of the model produces a very complex pattern of land use, as shown in
Figure 29, which nevertheless bears a resemblance to that seen in cases II and IV.
Three Thunen rings form around the first market center while an incipient ring
structure seems to be forming bated upon the second and third market centers The

I

Figure 27 (' Ise V Location of Market Centers and Highways
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border of cultivation is obviously distorted along each of the transport routes.
Turning to Figure 30, the tributary areas map, we see that the parts ular parameter
structure adopted here has generated a discontinuous market area r center 2. A
northeast extension of the market area of center 1 Occurs as a result of he effect of
the second highway and divides the market area of the second center in 4wo parts.
The market area of the third center displays some of the characteristics s n in the
market area of the second center in the previous case. Table 6 gives the pa .meter
inputs for replication of this example.
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Figure 29. Case V Land Use
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Figure 30. Case VTributary Areas
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Table 6

CASE V PARAMETER VALUES

Market Center Locations

Market Center X Coordinate Y Coordinate
1 46 50
2 55 50
3 64 50

Crop Yields

Market
Center Crop

Crop A 10.00 Units
Crop B 10.00 Units
Crop C 10.00 Units

Market/Crop Parameters

Transportation
Cost

Market
Price

Production .

Cost

1 A 47.00 19.60 1.10
1 B 47.00 19.80 1.03
1 C 47.00 20.00 1.00
2 A 39.00 19.60 1.10
2 B 39.00 19.80 1.03
2 C 39.00 20.00 .1.00
3 A 31.00 19.60 1.10
3 B 31.00 19.80 1.03
3 C 31 00 20.00 1.00

Highway Data

Starting Point Ending Point

Highway X Coordinate Y Coordinate X Coordinate Y Coordinate Alpha

1 62 1

22 1

50 90 0.40
94 90 0.30
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Case VI Change of Scale and Origin

This final case is included to illustrate the manner in which changes of scale and

origin may be used to illuminate complex spatial patterns. Figure 29 displays a

relatively complex spatial land use pattern whose interpretation is greatly hindered

by the size of the printer elements. The insertion of a rescale card at the end of the __----

previous example produces a more detailed map of a portion of the original ar

The origin was moved up and to the right, and the base scale of the map was

changed from 10 units to the inch to 2.5 units to the inch, producing a fourfold

enlargement of the subarea. The resultant map shows all three market centers as well

as portions of the two roads, Figure 31, and the appropriate portions of the sphere

of influence map, Figure 32. The re-scale operation produces. in Figure 33, a

A

a

11,

Z ;

Figure 31. Case VI -Location of Market Centers and Highways
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significantly enlarged version of a portion of the original land use map. Here the
relationship between the various crops and market centers can be seen more clearly,
as can the impact of the two transport routes. Figure 34 shows the market area
boundaries in the subarea in a more detailed fashion than did Figure 30. Thus, the
change in scale and location of the origin leads to increased ease of rterpretation
by the student. Table 7 shows the factors which were entered on the re-scale cards
to produce this case.
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Figure 32. Case VI Spheres, of Influence of Highways
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Figure 33 Case VI Land Use

Table 7

CASE VI RI;SCALE DA TA

New Origin

X Coordinate Y Coordinate
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New Distance Scale Factor
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Figure 34 Case VI-Tributay Areas

Conclusion

1

flee examples presented here demonstrate the variety of ways in which
LANDUSE can provide a basis for the development of computer-based laboratory
exercises for economic geogaphy Lotuses, The flexibility of the program permits it
to be untied u1 course[, on nearly any level and the type of exercises developed can
be tailored to any group of students.

LANDUSL is still undergoing development le g . iI will soon be nossible to study
the el fee is of s)stematiL. areal variations in produLtiwit)) and comments and
oiggestions Flom users are welcomed.
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APPENDIX A

N DETAILED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Version 2.0

LANDUSE

Department of Geography

Northwestern University

Purpose: Development of land use and market area patterns according to
the basic Thunen model.

Description: Within a rectangular area this program develops the pattern
of land use according to the basic Thiinen model: R = Y(P - C - TD),
where R is the economic rent, Y is the yield per unit area, P is
the unit market price, C is the unit production cost, T is the
unit transportation cost per unit distance and D is the distance
to the market. The use producing the highest rent level is
assumed to occupy the unit of land. In addition to N market
centers and M crops, NROAD highways moy be defined for a given ,

problem. Crop yields (Y) are assumed constant for each crop over
the total area.

In general, the addition of a highway will expand the amount of
usable land by reducing the effective distance from a cell to a
market center and, thereby, reducing the transportation cost.
The restriction of a, the ratio of on-highway to off-highway
movement charges, to 0 < a < 1 implies that the effective distance
along the highway is reduced by the factor a below the same
distance off the highway. As it is possible for a problem to have
multiple highways, it is necessary to consider all possible paths
including the direct path from a given cell to each market center
and to select from these the Minimum effective distance. Let
i
l'

i
2' r

i be subscripts which identify r highways to be

traveled in sequence from aicell to a market center, and assume
further that this is the minimum effective distance path. Let

DC be the minimum distance from the cell to highway ir, DT the

minimum distance from the market center to highway ix., and

Di
1

, Dig, Di be the distances traveled along the r highways.

Then the effective distance D is given by the formula:

D = D + a. D a. D. +

i 1

+ a D. + DI,
C 11 11 12 12 r r

The rectangular area relevant to program computations is between
I and 110 units horizontally and 1 and 90 units vertically. This
corresponds to the printed maps which are 54'lines at 110
characters per line. There are 10 characters per inch horizon-
tally but only 6 lines per inch vertically so that the computer
output must be scaled by a factor of 3/5 to accomodate the printer
and provide the same scale vertically and horizontally. All

coordinates locating towns and roads are specified 'as arbitrary
integer numbers; however, only the towns and portions of highways
lying - within the rectangular area defined by 1 < X < 110 and
1< Y < 90 will-appear on.the output maps.
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The program currently allows maxima of 10 market centers, 12
crops,,and 9 highways. Since the minimum distance must be
computed from each cell to each town, problems could be devised
using these maxima which might require a month or more of
computer time. The loRer set of maxima of 4 market centers,
4 crops, and 2 highways has been included in the program for

student usage. Access to the expanded set of'limits is pro-
vided by punching a decoding "password" of up to 10 characters
in ctolunns 71 - 80 of the problem control` card.

Data input to the program is an arbitrary sequence of problems
each one beginning with a problem control card. The problem
control card contains, among other things, N, the number of market
centers, M, the number of crops, NROAD, the number of highways,
and NEWCASE, the number of re-scale runs to be made. A problem

is re-scaled by snecifying a new origin and a new scale factor
for the maps. The original (reference) problem is then recomputed
with updated coordinates for the market centers and highways.
As N must be greater than zero, a data card giving the market
center coordinates always follows the problem control card. If

> 0, the scale/crop-yield cards followed by the crop parameter
cards appear next in sequence. If NROAD > 0, the highway data

cards (one per highway) are next. Finally, if NEWCASE > 0,
the re-scaling cards (one per re-scale for a total of NEWCASE)

are included. It should be noted that program execution will
be terminated and an error message will be printed out under the
following conditions of the input data:

1) N < 0 or N > MAXN, where MAXN is either 4 or 10;

2) M > MAXM, where mAXM is eithe- 4 or 12;

3) NROAD > MAXR, where MAXR is either 2 or 9;

4) a highway of zero length is specified, i.e. the initial
and final coordinates are identical.

The program output consists of A] an echo check of data inputs,
E.] from one to four maps (depending upon the problem control
card parameters), and C] summary tables giving areas in cultiva-
tion and levels of economic rent (if M > 0). The maps are:,

1) a location of market centers map; 2) a sphere of influence
of roads map; 3) a land use map; and 4) a market areas map.
The first tap always appears in the output, and the second
appears if NROAD > O. Maps 3) and 4) are print:A if M > O.

The market center location map contains an X at the positiln
of each town appearing within the previously defined rectangular

area. Each highway or portion of a highway (if any) within this
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rectangular region is also displayed with identifying numbers
at the initial and final coordinates. An option exists for
selecting the highway symbol. It may be either a dot.(.),
an asterisk (*), or a plus (+): The default option is a lot.

The sphere of influence of a highway is the set of cells for
which the average effective distance from the cell to all N
market centers is less than the average airline distance to
the towns or the average effective distance to the towns using
all other highways. A cell within the sphere of'influence
of a highway is identified on the map with the highway number.
Those cells whose minimum average distance is the average
airline distance arc left blank. If the average effective
distances are equal for two highways with respect to a given
cell,'an equal (=) sign is printed in the cell.

The land use map. displays the regions of crop cultivations
with a letter symbol printed in each cell associated with a
crop. The market areas map indicates with a number symbol over
the same region the market where the crops are sold. An equal (=)

sign is printed in those cells where it is equally profitable
to grow either of two crops or sell the product at either of
two markets, respectively. Regions for which the rent is 0

are left blank,

If 1.1?0, distances on the map may be scaled by a multiplying factor,

SCALE. This factor has meaning only if WO as a result, of the
effect of distance on the rent computations. All points on or
off the maps are specified in terms of integer coordinates so
that a unit increment in either the horizontal or vertical direction
corresponds to a distance of 1/10" on the printed output. The
factor SCALE is a non-negative floating point number (if SCALE
= 0.0, it is reset to 1.0) which assigns a physical distance to
this unit increment. The physical distance may be either abstractly
defined or in feet, miles, etc.; and 10.0SCALE is the distance
per inch of the printed output maps. This distance scale is
printed at the bottom of each map if WO. To obtain maps of dif-
ferent regions within the same problem requires the modification
of the coordinates of all market centers and highways and/or
SCALE leaving the remaining data the same. In this case physical
distance must be invariant, i.e. modifying the value of SCALE or
shifting the origin necessarily causes a consistent modification
of the integer coordinates which will preserve actual distance.
Thus,

where
Sd = c

c = the physical distance and is constant

s = the scale factor
d = distance on the map
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Let us assume that data has been prepar1d for a problem
which will produce output maps in a coordinate system (x,y)
and that maps of the same problem in a coordinate system (x',y')
are desired. Also, let s and s' represent the distance scales
in the ui%primed and primed systems; and let (xo,yn) be the
unprimed coordinates of the origin of the primed system. If

(x1,y1) represerts an arbitrary point in the unprimed system,
its corresponding point in the primed system is (xi,yi) where,

x' = s/s' (x1- x0)

yi = s/s' (y1- y0)

All coordinates of market centers and highways must be transformed
as above and rounded off to closest integer values,. Note that
the new coordinate system is completely specified by x0, y0, and s'.

The following example illustrates the salient points of the above

d,iscussion. Assume that data has been prepared for a'problem
having a market center located off the maps at (xyi) = (120,-20)
with a scale of 4.0. For the same problem it is aesired to obtain
maps of the region surrounding the market center and having a
scale of 3.0. Let (x0,y0) (90,'-40). 'Then

x' = 4/3.(120 - 90) = 40

= 4/3 ( -2Q - (-40)) = 262/3=27

and the new data would include the poiny40,27) as the location
of the market center.

The program contains an option which will autematicallc re-scale
any problem. The problem as specified by e data immediately

following the problem control card will be lled the reference

case. Each re-scale data card which follows a reference case
contains the coordinates of a new origin and a new scale factor.'
The coordinates of the market centers and highways in the reference
case are. saved and new coordinates are computed relative to the
reference problem for each re-scaling. Re-scaling may be done if
M . 0, in which case the reference scale factor is assumed to be
1.0. The number of the reference case is printed for each re-
scaling along with the x and y coordinates of the new origin. The

scale ratio, i.e. the ratio of the reference scale factor to the
new scale factor (s/s') is also pripted. Under the existing input

data structure a problem may be re-scaled as many ai ninety-nine
times. The user is cautioned not to specify a scale factor on a
re-scale card so large that a highway is effectively reduced to
zero length, i.e. the initial and final coordinates coincide. This

will cause execution to be terminated.
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Deck Make-Up: A) Basic structure [CDC 6400]
1) Systems cards
2) EOR card
3) Program decks
4) EOR card
5) Data deck
6) EOR card
7) E01 card

Card Format:

B) Data deck structure - The following sequence is repeated
once for each problem:
1) Problem control card
2) Market center location card(s)
3) Scaling and crop yield card(s) [if M > 0]
4) Crop parameter card(s) [if M > 0]
5) -Highway parameter card(s) [if NROAD > 0]
6) Re-scale card(s) [if NEWCASE > 0]

Problem Control Card - FORMAT (512, 7A10)
Cols. 1 - 2 N = number centers [1 < N < 10 if password

is used; 1 < N < 4 otherwise]

Cols. 3 - 4 M = number of M.< 12 if password is used;
M < 4 otherwise

Cols. 5 - 6 NROAD = number of highways [NROAD < 9 if password
is used; NROAD < 2 otherwise]

Cols. 7 - 8 ISYM < 0 if highways are to be displayed on all
maps; ISYM > 0 if highways Are to he displayed on
the locat_on of market centers map only. = 1

if highway symbol is to be an asterisk (") and
= 2 if the symbol is to be a plus ( *). The

highway symbol will be a dot() for any otner value
of ISYM.

Cols. 9 - 10 NEWCASE = number of re-scale cards for the current
problem (if > 0). If NEWCASE < 0, the problem is
not to he re-scaled.

Cols. 11 - 70 Any title information

Cols. 71 - 80 Any word with up to 10 symbols. If this word is
the password, thp limits on the number of centers,

'crops and highways are increased.

Market Center Location Card(s) - FORMAT (8110)
The X and Y coordinates are specified patrwisc in integer format
at field width increments of 10 in the following sequence:,
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X
1,

Y1, the X and Y coordinates of center 1

X2, Y
2'

the X and Y coordinates of center 2

XN,
N
r,

'

the X and Y coordinates of center N

Note that (11-i-11 + 1 cards are required.*

Scaling and Crop Yield Card(s) - FORMAT (8E10) t

Cols. - 10 SCALE = the distance scale factor. Ten times
this number is the scale printed below each
output map. If SCALE = 0.01 it will be reset to 1.0.

Cols. 11 - (Y(I), I = 1, M) = the crop yields per unit
area for crops 1 through M, respectively, at
field width increments of 10.

Note that (M/8] + 1 cards are required.*

Crop Parameter Card(s1 - FORMAT (3E10)t
Cols. 1 - 10 the unit market price
Cols. 11 - 20 the unit production cost
Cols. 21 - 30 the unit transportation cost per unit distance

Note that there is one data card per crop per market center
for a total of (N) (M) cards. The crop parameters for crops
1 through M with respect to market center 1 are read first;
parameters of crops 1 through M with respect to market center 2
are read in next; etc.

Highway Parameter Card(s) - FORMAT (4110, F10)t
Colt. 1 - 10 X coordinate of starting point
Cols. 11 - 20 Y coordinate of starting point
Cols. 21 - 30 X coordinate of ending point
Cols. 31 - 40 Y coordinate of ending point
Cols. 41 - 50 ALPHA, the ratio of on-highway to

off-highway movement charges.
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Note:

Note that there is one data card per highway for a total
of NROAD cards.

Re-scale Card(s) - FORMAT (2110, E10)t

X coordinate of tww origin in reference system
Y coordinate of new origin in reference system
SCALE = the new distance scale factor. Ten times
this number is the scale printed below each
output map if M > O. If SCALE = 0.0,,it will be
reset to 1.0.

Cols. 1 - 10

Cols. 11 - 20
Cols. 21 - 30

* [X] means the integer part of X.

t The EIO FORMAT allows the user to specify input data either in
For E form within a field width of 10 columns. The decimal
point must be punched in any case.

The program LANDUSE requires the subroutines
PROJCT and REGIO' and needs 50000

8
central memory locations

to compile. The program only requires 330008 locations to

load and go. It is written in FORTRAN IV for the CDC 6400
computer. Execution time is on the order of from 5 to 20
seconds for problems having up to 2 highways, but increases
exponentially with an increase in the nt_aber of highways
beyond 2. A strong factor affecting the amount of running
time is the complexity, i.e. multiplicity of intersections,
of the highway network.

Programers: Brute Anderson and Duane F. Marble, August 1970.
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APPENDIX B

THE GEOGRAPHY PROGRAM EXCHANGE

The Geography Program Exchange (GPE) has been established to assist
universities and other non-profit organizations with the interchange of computer
software which relates to problems of a geographic nature. The GPE operates on a
self-sustaining, basis with the assistance of a modest grant from the Mathematical
Social Sciences Board Its services are made available to qualified users anywhere in
the world.

The GPE maintains a central file of specialized computer programs with
associated documentation and test data sets, and makes copies of all or part of this
material available to qualified users at cost. The programs held by the GPE
represent specialized materials developed for use in geographic research and
teaching, 1 I attempt is made to duplicate standard statistical programs. Distribu-
tion of available programs is in the form of punched cards or BCD tapes, and
associated doctimentation is also distributed in machine readable form. The GPE
also produces a brief guide to its program holdings which is available without
charge. Current program holdings are based mainly upon the specialized program
libraries of the University of Iowa, Michigan, Michigan State and Northwestern
University as well as individual programs from many other institutions. The GPE
actively solicits programs apd. if the program submitted appears to be of enough
general interest, it will be added to those distributed. All software handled by Cle
GPE is obtained and distributed on a non royalty basis.

In addition, the GPE also publishes an irregular newsletter which, at present, is
incorporated in Current Research Notes in Quantitative and Theoretical Geography.
This is distributed without charge by the International Geographical Union
Commission on Quantitative Methods and requests for copies should be directed to.

Professor Forrest R. Pitts
Social Science Research Institute
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 U.S.A.

Although the GPE operates with limited resources, it does attempt to provide
assistance to those departments and individuals who are beginning to make use of
the digital computer as a research and teaching tool.

Overall management of the GPE is provided by a board consisting of Professors
Duane F. Marble (Northwestern), Waldo R. Tobler (Michigan), Robert I. Wittick
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II
(Michigan State), and Forrest R. Pitts (Hawaii). Professor Witrick is in charge of
operations and all inquiries relating to activities of the GPE should be dinkte4 to
him at the following address.

Professor Robert Wittick
Computer Institute for Social Science Research
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48823 U.S.A.
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APPENDIX C

KEYPUNCH INSTRUCTIONS

Vogelback Computing Center
Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois

IBM 25 Printinr Card Punch

general Operation.

Information is punched in a card by operating a typL,.riter .style ke030aid,
which punches letters, digits, or special characters into card columns. The
operator presses the "feed" button on-the keyboard which roves a card down
from the hopper. When the "register" button is depressed,' the first column of
the card is positioned under the punching station. The cards ate punched from
left to right, one colim.n at a time. After each card is punched, the card is
autbratically positioned for the next column. After all 80 columns arc punched,
the card automatically is registered under the reading station, thryi1611 which
it passeg., -- column by colurn -- in phase with the card following it at the
punching station. When the card at the punching station is releas.d, the card
at the reading station mows into the card stacker.

Because passage through the reading station is in phase with passa/x
through the punching station, holes sensed at the read station can be Alp:lc-at/a
into the following card parsing under the punch station. The ability to dupli-
cate information from card to card reduces the amount of ranual punching n,eded..
Data comnon to a group of cards may be punched into the first card of a group
and duplicated into the remaining ones. Depressing the "duplicate" key can
accomplish this, or it can be done automatically by the keypunch operating under
preplanned control (drum or program card).

Other functions that can be put under automatic control are printing,
skipping columns, and ejecting and feeding cards. Acco/dirg to the requitement,
of the card format, a pattern can be established so that the keypunch can ,kip
columns, duplicate fields, or release the card when punchinb is finished but
before column 80 is reached.

Instructing the keypunch to skip, duplicate, or release upon reaching
certain column locations is known as programming. The operator program. die
keypunch by punching a control card, wrapping the card around a cylinder ii
drum, and inserting the drum on a spindle in the machine, The holes in the
card control the operation of the machine, causing it to perform specified
functions automatically.

Operating Features

Card Hopper

The card hopper is located on the upper right side of the machine. The card,
are placed in the hopper face forward, 9's down, and are fed front card fsrt.
A card is fed from the hopper to the card bed automatically or by depression
of a card feed key. The first two cards to be punched must be fed by key dc-
press'on, but all other card, in the hopper may be fed atitiimatitally, unOcl
switch control.
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Punching Station

Punching is performed at the lust of two stations in the card bed through which

the cards pass. To start an operation, two cards are fed into the card bed at

the right of the punching station. As the second card is fed in, the first, card
is automatically registered for punching -- that is, it is positioned at the

punching station.

Rcadini; Station

The reading station, where the cards are read for duplicating, is locatea approti-

mately the distance of one card to the left of the punching, station. Each card

that has been punched passes through the read station as the next card is being

punched. The two cards rove in synchronism, column by column, and information
to be duplicated 15 (Lnsferred from the first card to the second. Reading from

one card to another can be controlled, field by field, so that onl: the desired

information is duplicated.

This feature eliminates card handling for the duplication of information from

cards prupared during the punching operation. Card handlin;., nece.sary only

when an operatiun requires duplication from prepunch,d master cards.

Card StacKer

The card stacker is located on the upTer left side of the machine on a level
with the hopper. After each card passes the ad station, it is fed into the

sticker automAtically or by key depression. .aen the cards are removed from

the_ stacker, they are in their original sequence.

%ackspace Key

This key is located below the card bed between the reafl and punch stations. As

long as it is held depressed, the cards at the punch and read stations arc back-
spaced continuously until column 1 is reached. At the same time, the program

card, which controls A.pping and duplicating, is also backspaced.

Program Unit

Automatic skipping, automatic duplicating, and shifting from numerical to alpha-
betic punching and vice versa are controlled by the program unit. Ei-1 of the
operations is designatod by a specific code recorded in a program card. (See

Program Card Codes) The program card is then fastened around a program drum
and inserted in the machine, where it is read by a sensing mechanism. The drum

revolves in step with the movement of the cards past the punch and read stations
so that the program codes control the operations, column by columi.
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Program Control Lever

Operation of the program unit is controlled by the program control lever,
located below the program unit. When this lever is turned on, the program
sensing medanism is lowered so that it rests on the program drum, and the
codes punched in the program card control the various automatic operations.

Column Indicator

The indicator, located at the base of the program drum holde, indicates to
the operator the next column to be punched. Refer to this indicator as a gird,.
for spacing or backspacing to a particular column.

Keyboards - Number 3 - Combination alphabetic and numerical keyboard, plus 11
special characters.

The combination keyboards have the best features of both a typewriter and a
numerical key punch. The letter keys are arranged for operation by the stan-
dard typewriter touch system, while the digit keys are placed so that a rapid
three-finger touch system can be used. The usual numerical keys on a type.iitei
have been elirtn.3ted, instead, a group of dual-purpose keys at the rilcht seivos
for digit as well as letter punching. This permits ru,72rical punching uith the
right hand. Mc touch system for the ten numerical keys is. Index fingei loi
digits 1, 4, and 7, middle finger for digits 2, 5, and 8. and ring 10t
digits 0, 3. i, and 9. The punching of a digit or a letter with any et the
comhinatior ..eys depends upon the shift of the keyboard. For example, depie,-
sion of the 47J key punches a 4 when the keyboard is in numerical shift, but
a J when in alphabetic shift. This shifting is similar to upper or louei ,ase
shifting on a standard typewriter and say be controlled automaticall, by th,
program unit or manually by kty depression.

The fourth row of keys contains four special character keys at the lett. ille,e

keys punch eight characters as shown on the key tops, four in numeri,.il and
four in alphabetic hift.

Program Card

The program card controls the automatic operations for the corre.pondin, .clump
of the cards being punched. The control ,..nchii,g required in the program card
depends on the functions to be controlled, e.g., skipping, duplicating, and
alphahctic punching.

Field Definition (12 punch "+".)

A 12 punch (+) should be punched .n every column except the first (left -Baud
- position) of every field to be skipped, duplicated, or manually punched. Thee

12's serve Co continue to the end of a field any skip or duplication started
within that field.
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AUtOTAtIC Skin 111 punch

An II punch in the first column of any field automatically starts a skip,
which is continued over that field by the 12's punched to the tematning columns
of the field. If a single column is to be autoxatically skipped, it is punched

with an II. This codin3 operates In conjunction with the automata, skip-
duplicate switch, which must be on to start the skipping automatically.

Automatic placation (0)

A zero punched in the first column of any field auton.atically starts duplica-
. tion, which is continued over that field by the 12's punched in the remaining

columns u field. If a single coluuli is to be automatically duplicated,

it Is pun, .th a zero.

Alphabetic Shift Cli

When the program card is in the machine, the combinatlon keyboard is normalli
in numerical shift, and depiession of any one of the two-pupose keys causks
a figure to be punched. To punch a litter, the combination keyboard must be
shifted for alphabetic punching. This shifting is performed automatikalli bi

a 1 in the program card in each column of the alphabet c f.eld.

Progi?-1 Card Codes

Code Function

12 + Field Definition
11 - Start Automatic Skip
0 Start Automatic Duplication
I Alphabetic Shift

Left Zero Print

3 Print Suppression

Program Drum

the program card is mounted on a program drum for instrtion in th. ruih uu .

Ihe program drum has a clamping strip to hold the Laid, and a handle on the top

to tighten or release the strip. To fasten a card around the diem, tillsi the

following steps.

I. Hold the drum in a horizontal position with the handle to the right. Tutn

the handle away (coudte--clockwise) as far as it will go. This looJens the

smooth edge of the clamping strip.

2. Insert the column 80 edge of the card under the smooth edge of the clamping

strip. Two alignment check holes to the clamping strip make it possible to

see that the card Is flush with the metal edge under the strip. The card

should be positioned so that the 9's edge is against the rim of the drum
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3. Turn the handle to the center position. This tightens the smooth edge of
the clamping strip and loosens the toothed edge.

4. Wrap the card tightly around tne drum and insert the column 1 edge under the
toothed edge of the clamping strip.

5. Turn the handle toward you (clockwise) as far as it wi'l go. This fastens
the toothed edge of the clamping strip. The drum is raw ready to be inserted
in the machine.

To remove a card from the drum, the above procedure should be followed ih the
reverse order.

With the program sensing mechanism raised, the drum is placed on the spindle
under the center cover of tie punch, positrOned so that the aligning pin falls
in the aligning hole in the column indicator dial. The program ck trol lever
is turned on to lower the reading star wheels onto the program card, and the
release key is d2pressed,to engage the reading mechanism fully. Whenever the
drum is to be removed, the program control lever must first be turned off to
rPise the star wheels.

When the punch ts operated without progrom cong-rol, the keyboard is in alpha-
betic shift. When the program control lever is ,turned on, the keyboard is in

numerical shift for all columns except those punched with the alphabetic field
coding in the program card. If it is necessary to punch digits with the piogiam
off or in an otherwise alphabetic field, the numerical shift kev is held dean
while the digit keys are depressed. Simillrly, when it is necessary to punsh
some letters in an otherwise numerical field, the alphabetic shift k' is held
down while the letter keys are d.piessed.

Skip Key

'Cie purpose of this key is to skip any field that is coded with 12's in the
program card. Depression of the key starts the skip and the 12's, in su,ceeding
columns of the field, continue the skip for the rest of the field.

Dash Ski (or) Dash Key

When ,the keyboard is"in numerical shift, depress if this key punthed au
hole and causes skipping fois' the rest of the fielo determined by the sinses-
sive columns punched 12 in the'program card. When the keyboard _is in alphabetis
shift, depression of this key punches an 11 hole but does not cause shippin!.

4-0
Duplicate Key

Any rrformation, manually,punched in one card and common to one or mute succes-
sive cards, can be duplicated by use of this, key. Depiession of diis hey at
the beginning of a field starts duplication, and the 12's punched in the program
card continue the duplication for the rest of the 'ind.
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Keyboard

r
k

v4--CO
ae j0,00,

000000
Spa e Bar

Shift

key

Punchtne w.evs

Keys 1-18 can be depressed oily :.hen the keyboard is in alphabetic shift re

punch the letter. indliat,S. If ore of these keys is depressed while the :er.

bo-rd is in ru shift, the -achine hoc, . Operation can be rest:7,d -

releasing the card, or b; ce tai_ alphabetic shift key ,.hich will cflu,e

the letter to be punched.

Combination keys 19-29 can be depressed :.hen the keb.rard is in either ruT.irical

or alphabetic shift to puhch the characters controlled by that key.

Keys 40-43 punch multiple digits foe eight special characters. They can he de-

pressed when the keyboard Is in either numerical or alphabetic shift.

Space Bar

The space bar can be depressed at any time in a manual field to cause spacing

over ore colurn of the card.

Functional Keys

30 NUM (ncrertcal shift) shifts the combination k board into numeileal po,t-

tion as long as it is held down.

31 ALPH (alphabetic shift) shifts the tombiration keyboard into alphabetic

position as long as it is held down. It is normally used to permit the perzhin,i;

of letters in an othert.ise nu.,erical field.

32 DUP (duplicate) causes punching by reading from tlae preceding card.

34 FEL (relea.0) causes the cards at the punch and read ,tation, to be 1,1%Inced

completely past those stations. Fields programed for automatic duplicition
beyond the point of relea,e are punched in the card before release is t).
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35 FEED (cat d feud) cause a card feed cycle

I. Feeds a card from the hopper.
2. Registers the card , at the punch an,: read stations.
3. Stactes the card fruit the left -of the card bed.

o Sz<1P causes skipping of the field for which it is depressed.

37 RE(. (card register) is used primarily when insert ea: manua I .

44 !11.11.T PC,. (rid tip le punch) is held down to permit the punching of rote than
one digit in a colurn. The keyboard is in nurer ica 1 shift when this key is
depressed.

(Note An in:ample 'f the use of the rrul tiptc punch hey is

END OF RECORD

Sample d f,,, To : tr.,n state- _nts. (Note that "A" punch defines an
alphabetic :lel,: length.)

7 73 SO---
+++E, 1A.A.1.1AAA.V2..',1..1.;.. VL.A.,,,..;.',..',.A..1.A.A.AAAAA.V...1.1.1.i.,....1A.1.AAAAA ',2,..',..1.A.'_',A.Vc+.A.VcAAA.% -,-+ t . , . 1(

riot 1-5 numeric (statement number)
6 numeric (continuation)inua Lion)

7-72 alphabetic (to purch numeric inforrlt1Ni , depress NUM key)

73-80 autor.)tic skip and release of card

* * * * * * * * * 14 * * * * * * * i. , *

Sample provram cud for data cards.

1 6 11 21 31 61

+-4-}4 - 4 114 1-4-.4-4 4 44- 4-4-4 + 04-1-} }-1-4,14-+-iH - + }-4. # :71

col. I- 5 ID (raimer ic)
6-10 Skip

11-20 Numeric
21-30 Skip
31-60 Dept icate preceding card (numer lc)
61-80 S' ap and release card

In( rr. it Ion f-; ns trle. t Ole, H,tal th, it
I bM Ro I cren. " 7'. C,, rd Pun. h .) Print Puy. , A2 trt
195', and .:1 jJ ..1, tar: Northw.t,t t: n t s. Pt, , 1"1,5,
pp. .8 -51.
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CHAPTER I

DIGITAL COMPUTERS AND THE TEACHING
OF COLLEGE GEOGRAPHY

...

Although the large digital computer represents a relatively recent innovation in
American universities. it is already established as a major tolil for research
geographers There is, in geographic' research as in other disciplines, a definite
interaction between tools and problems. Some problem areas may he dormant for a
period of years or even decades because the necessary research tools are unavailable.
When a new research tool becomes available, either through primary innovation or
through the transfer of knowledge from workers in other disciplines, there is
frequently a surge of interest in topics which had previously been set aside, as well
as development of new areas of investigation.

An example of this phenomenon within geography can be seen in the impact of the
high-speed, digital computer on problems of multivariate regionalization. The
approach to an optimal multivariate classification of areas based upon a comparison
of between region and within region variances had been developed, but empirical
implementation was forced to wait until computing machinery capable of handling
the calculations became available When it did, a strong upsurge of empirical
interest in this topic followed These empirical investigations raised, in turn,
additional theoretical questions and the cycle advanced through another phase.

Parallel to the development of the computer as a research tool in many
disciplines has been its use as an instructional aid. Early applications of the digital
computer in instruction involved the use of the machine to permit students to
handle problems of a sin and scale of compleXity that had hitherto been impossible
within the standard classroom situation. In engineering, for example, students
began to handle problems which. were considerably more realistic than the
traditional, hand-computed examples This proved quite fruitful, and the intro.
duction of the co Iputer as a laboratory tool proceeded rapidly in many
engineering disciplines and, in sonic schools, its use has been firmly established for
well over a decade An illuminating discussion of this approach can be found in the
report of the Ford Foundation project at the College of Engineering of the
University of Michigan [171 Instructional use of the computer has lagged
considerably in most of the social sciences. though there have been some recent
attempts walla geography and other social science disciplines to provide programs
of this nature. For example, see the work by Rushton [ 1 lj as well as the more
elaborate urban simulations such as that of Wiirneryd [191.

Recent technologic.1 developments have' permitted the Central computer to
handle a large' number of users on a nearly simultaneous, real-time basis Efficient

1
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time-sharing systems permit a number of users, equipped with remote terminals, to
utilize a central computer through the intermediate efforts da complex supervisory
system which examines the priorities and needs of each user and allocates to him
only that portion of the main computer's capaity required for his work, and for
only that period of time which is necessary to prot.ess the next step in his problem.
Much of the capacity of these time-sharing systems arises out of the great disparity
between the internal computation speeds of the central computer and the speed at
which information can be transmitted and received from the remote terminals. This
disparity can be seen in an examination of the relative printing rates of most of the
commertially available remote terminals. These are very slow when compared with
the main computer's dedicated peripheral printers and the speed factor is

frequently on the order of 250 or 300.1, if not more Even with this speed
differential, the main computer is frequently bound by the capacity of its "high
speed" printers and will operate two or more of them simultaneously in order to
attain greater output volumes.

The introduction of time- sharing facilities in many universities has prompted the
development of Lomputer assisted instruction (CAI). There has been a great deal of
interest in CAI on all educational levels ranging from preschool children to college
graduates. and many of the CAI developments in college geography are discussed in
previous teLhimal papers of the Coninussion on College Geography. In the standard
CAI environment, the time-sharing computer interacts with one or more students
utilizing remote terminals. A series of queries are presented by the computer, based
upon a program previously prepared by the instructor, with each query in the

program designed to illuminate a particular point relating to the topic under
discussion (e.g., map projections, water balance, etc.). After each query the student
presents a response which the computer checks against a series of stored answers
which have also been provided by the instructor, and then, depending upon the
nature of the student's response, branches to another section of the program.
Internal loops are common in these programs so that the student can be given an
opportunity to re-examine material that is giving him difficulty. This "match,
branch and loop" format is basic to most CAI programs. In many cases, the CAI
programs are not really computational ones since they utilize only a very small
portion of the available facilities of the central computer and are normally
restrained to "match, branch and loop" operations. Although many CAI programs
are run on large, third generation digital computers which provide the necessary
time-sharing environment, the "match, brant.h and loop" mode of these programs
does not really require the facilities of a computer of such power and some
universities have responded by installing smaller computers which handle only CAI
work. An informal survey Londut.ted in 1970 indicated that only a handful of U.S.
geography departments were t.urrently utilizing CAI on either an experimental or
operational basis, but that many of the departments had a strong interest in future
uses of CAI.

It is possible to utilize the basic "match. branch and loop" format of the CM
program in L.oinbination with the major t,omputational LapaLity of the machine.



This could be done, for example in a CAl unit dealing with problems of spatial
optinnza ion which, after providing instruction in the basic elements of linear,..t,

programmm and its application to spatial problems, would require the student to
set up a specific problem in 9, linear programming for.aat. The CAI program would
call upon a resident linear pf egramming routine to solve the student's problem and
then display' the results of this computation' to the student together' with an

appropriate commentary Because' of the multi-processing nature of large modern
computers, the CAl program could continue the foreground conversation with the
student while the linear programming problem was running in the background. This
represents a rather sophisticated use of CAI, but one that will be increasingly
utilised. There are, however; several basic disadvantages to current CAI approaches
which arise largely out of the computing environment as it stands at the present
time. These include:

1) The lack of comparability of the programs. A great variety of CAI
programming languages are available, sonic of which can be utilized only on
specific machines, and sometimes only at specific installations. Other
languages which appear to have greater comparability, particularly the BASIC
language. suffer from a lack of standardliation which inhibits the easy

transfer of CAl programs from one installation to another.
2) The slow printing speed of ttz6st remote terminals. Arl :nexpensive terminal

tends to print so slowly that there is difficulty in retaining student attention,
while terminals with higher printing speeds are, at present . unduly expensive.

3) Tlw difficulty of producing any form of graphic output at a remote terminal.
This is an impediment which appears particularly critical fol
applications since many geographic CAI applications would be
from the output of simple graphics as well as maps. Availa
terminals are currently both specialized and expensive, while pi
page map at a Teletype terminal utilizing a printing area of, say
70 columns would require the printing of 3,500 map element
and would take five minutes or more. As terminals with hi

geographic

efit greatly
le graphics
nting a one
50 rows by

(characters)
er printing

speeds become available, this time will be cut to two minutes or and , but
even this is not adequate At present, then, geographically based exercises
which require more than exceedingly modest amounts of graphic output, or
which require map output, can be carried out only on expensive remote
terminal installations or by utilizing the batch processing capability of the
central computer

It must be emphasised that these problems will undoubtedly be overcome in the
next few years by rapid increases in the level of computer and communications
technology It would appear that a profitable interim approach would be to develop
a series of more complex programs based on highly standardised languages, such as
FORTRAN, and oriented toward batch processing rather than time-sharing.

As technology improves, these programs could be converted to the "foreground-
background" ('Al mode mentioned earlier., Experiments have shown that the

3
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program described in this paper, LANDUSE, can be run effectively in such a
configuration, but to do so at present requires the use of a high-speed terminal, a
specialized communications link and a 300 line/minute printer. This type of
installation has a rental rate significantly in excess of $1,000/month. Within a
period of four to six years, it should be possible to incorporate these programs into
a CAI environment in which such equipment configurations are less expensive and
much more common than they are today.

The LANDUSE Program

The program described in this paper, LANDUSE is designed as a laboratory tool
for use in economic geography courses at both the beginning and intermediate
levels. It is not a CAI program in the current sense of that term, since it does not
utilize the bask "match, branch and hop" structure. It is, rather, directly related to
the third type of instructional program termed "generative" by Fluke, Fielding and
Rummage [6]. Programs of this nature permit students to enter parametric
information into a process model and to note the fashion in which the model
operates upon the information to produce the desired output. Students are
expected to interpret the patterns produced with reference to the theoretical
concepts contained in the process model. The impact of changes in the system can
also be explored through alterations of the.parameter values on successive runs of
the program. In this manner, the program assists the students in attaining an
understanding of some interrelationships present in complek models of spatial
environments. A similar approach to industrial location is embodied in the

computer model developed by Smith and Lee [13].
LANDUSE deals with a simple model of agricultural land use (the basic von

Thfinen model), which is relatively rich and capable of successive complication The
program was developed after an examination of an early version of the program
prepared by Rushton [ I I]. An entirely new program was prepared; rather than
modify the Rushton program, in order to provide a number of additional features
in an efficient fashion. These include

I) replication of the basic case consisting of a single mrket center and simple
concentric rings,

2) introduction of one or more space distorting transportation routes into the
system in a completely flexible form, and

3) an ability to change the scale of analysis in a flexible but simple fashion.

Chapter II provides a summary of Me process theory which underlies the
operation of the program. The third chapter describes the structure of the program
and some of the problems encountered in classroom use The final chapter presents
six selected cases whkh demonstrate the flexibility and scope of the LANDUSE
program.



CHAPTER 11

AGRICULTURAL LAND USE:
A BRIEF THEORETICAL STATEMENT

The basic theory pertaining to the spatial structure of agricultural production
originated a century and a half ago in the work of a German economist, Johann
Heinrich von Thunen. Since then, other reseaychers have produced moit. .ornp le t e
and complex statements of this theory but we are concerned here largely with the
simple case as originally presented in von Thtinen's classic book, The Isolated State
[181. In this work von 'Millen attempted to discover those laws which influence
the prices of agricultural products and the way in which price variations are
subsequently translated into patterns of agricultural land use. Basically, he was
concerned with competition between various agricultural_ products and farming
systems for the use of specific plots of land. A primary assumption of his model
was that on each piece of land, the activity which yielded the highest net return
from utilization of the parcel would be found and that competing activities would
be displaced to locations where they, in turn, would yield the highest net return.

To facilitate discussion of this problem, von Thtinen utilized a hypothetical case
his "isolated state" wherein he posited the existence of a market center located

at the center of a large, fertile plain which contained.no transportation routes. The
undifferentiated plain in which transfer costs are a simple function of distance, the
"isotropic plain," appears as a starting point in many geographic theories. Von
Thlinen further assumed that throughout the plain the soil was equal in quality and
that the agricultural productivity of specific plots of land did not vary from one
location to another. At some great distance from the town the plain turned into an
uncultivated wilderness which effectively cut off all communication between the
"isolated state" and the outside world. In this isolated community, the central
town would supply the surrounding rural area with all manufactured products and,
hi return, would obtain all of its agricultural inputs from enterprises located on the
plain. The problem as posed by von 'Millen was what pattern of cultivation would
take shape, given the stated conditions, and how would farming systems in different
portions of the plain he affected by their distance from the central town? An
explicit assumption in his work was that all agricultural entrepreneurs made
decisions in an econonmally rational fashion. That is, entrepreneurs responded only
to profit maximization as an optimizing goal and were assumed to be in possession
of complete information pertaining all choices.

Economic Rent and Location Rent

As the basis of his analysis. von ThiMen introduced the concept of economic
rent While he developed this notion independently, it had also been introduced a

5
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few years earlier by an Lnglish economist, David Ricardo, who was interested in the
way certain factors conditioned agricultural production decvms. He wits, however,
concerned primarily with variations in produLtivity rather than with the impact of
purely spatial factors. The Ricardian version of eLonomic rent, as contrasted to that

of von Thunen, is cleirly set forth by Ni Chisholm in his book, Rural
Settlement and Land Use [21.

The concept of economic rent is central to many wiestions of la,nd use

LonTeiition and it is ut dyed in the yob Thunen model to provide a means whereby
this competition is resolved in a rational fashion The observed gap bettween
revenues and Lusts represents economic rent in a technical sense Von Thunen
observed that Ricardo had bak'd his discussion of the nature of economic rent upon
differences in the inherent productivity of various parcels of agricultural land, but
that the same phenomena would arise' if produLtivity were held constant and the
parcels were subjected to varpitg transpjrtation charges based upon the cost of
moving their production over different distances to the central market. In Ricardo's
Lase, differential fertility of the plots influenced th level of gross ra.turns,twhereas

in von Thunen's model, gross returns remained constant, but the cost of
transporteoion varied with distance to the_market.

The two cases' are quite similar, butt recent-literature has tended to apply the
term, location rents" to those economic rents arising solely out of differences in
location. This serves to differentiate them from more general scarcity rents which
may arise frth., factors such as simultaneous variations in productivity as well as
location. It should be made clear, however, that location rents constitute a specially
defined subclass of general economic or scarcity rents and are identical to the latter
only in the case wherein, location ig the only factor differentiating the parcels of
land.

Given the assumption that we are dealing with a finite group of activities (which
in themselves may consist of fixed bundles of subactivities, crop rotation.'
schemes) it is then possible to view competition for the use of agricultural land as
equivalent to the following process. each 'entrepreneur w.shing to engage in an
activity evaluates the utility of la given parcel for carrying out a specific activity and
determines the level of rent which can be expected. This kare represents the
maximum amount that the op-erator will be willing to bid for use of the parcel of
land. since any bid higher than this estimate would require that the activity in
question be operated at a loss. The bids for use of the parcel by various
entrepreneurs desirmg to undertake different activities may be ranked and the
maximum identified The activity 'associated with this maximum bid will then_
'Become the one which occupies that particular unit of land. This notion may be
extended to non agricultural tivities, of course, and is roughly equivalent to the
"highest andlbest use" notion which is frequently encountered in the urban land
economics literature. In fact, a significant proportion of the current theory dealing
with the internal spatial structure of the city rests upon the extension of this notion
of location rents to form a basis for land use competition in the city, 211.,
Alonso [I[.

6
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A Mathematical Statement of'the von Thlinen Model

In his original work, von Thtinakwas concerned with specific cases, but he did
produce a general statement relating lontion rent to distance from the market
center. Typically the basic von Thilnen model can he stated as a simple linear
equation-

R, = Y,P, Y,C,- Y,T,D = Y, IP, C,
1

,(1 = I .,n)

where. R, = lor t fo, the activity on a speciPc parcel of land
Y, = t .iron /unit of land for the activity
PI= in.. pt,,,e at the market for-the irk' activity
Cik unit production cost rot the activity

= transport charge/unit/kilometer for the activity
D = airline distance of the parcel of land from the market in kin.

( I)

This equation states that the bid rent for activity i at a specific parcel is equal to
the gross returns on production from that parcel (Y,P,), less the total cost of
production (Y,C,), I ss he cost of moving that production to the market (Y,P,D).
The simplest situation obtainAl when we assume the existence of an isotropic
transport plain in which isu linear function of distance and is assumed to have an
Intercept of zero, i.e.; there are no terminal charges in the system. It is also
normally assumed that productivity is constant over the plain. That is, Y, does not
vary locationally within the system and that a similar condition hoids with respeCt
to unit production costs thus yielding a constant value, C,, for every parcel. The
unit price at the market is also assumed to be constant and the market will absorb,
at that price, any amount which is offered.

For a specific activity, these assumptions leave us with identical net returns (Y,P,
Y,C,) excluding transport costs for every parcel on our hypothetical plain. The

only variations in rent are then introduced by variations in transfer costs (MID)
which are based entirely upon differences in the value of D. That is, when the
parcel is located _a the market site the, third term in equation (I) is zero and
location rent is Cqual tr gross returns minus total cost of production As parcels
further and further from the market are considered, the size of the third term
(Y,P,D) in the ,squatitn increases. At some distance from the market transport
charges will be equal to gross returns and the rent will.fall to zero. This distance
marks the limit of feasible cultivation for the activity since production beyond this
point would be unprofitable. The term relating to unit production costs, C,, is
defined in a somewhat unique fashion. It includes not only t / e normal cost of
carrying out the activity but also includes a specific term repro sting a "normal"
profit for the operator. This means, then, that location rents can be viewed as a
potential "excess" profit for the entrepreneur.

Since equation (I) is linear and continuous, it is easily represented in a graphic
form. In Figure I. a bid rent curve for a specific activity has been plotted for
parcels of land located at successively increasing distances from the market center

4
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s.

distance

Figure I. The Bid Rent Curve for a Single Activity

at M. The rent K is the net return derived from a parcel located at the market place

and is equal to YP YC' since transport costs at that location are /CIO. The distance

MD represents the maximum distance at which a parcel can ,economically engage in

the activity. l'or distances greater than MD either a subsidy must be provided or it

must be assumed that the operator is not behaving m an economically rational
fashion. The slope of the hid rent curve is obiously equal to the unit transfer cost in

the system and becomes increasingly steep as unit transfer Costs increase. Figure 2

s.

D* D
A

distance -3

Figure 2, Bid Rent Curve. for Two Competing Activities

displays a competitive situation where there are two activities, A and B, whose

different bid rent curves result from differences m unit market price, unit

production costs, or unit transr costs between the two activities. In each ease,

these values remain constant for the activity at any location, but they are permitted

to vary between activities. As in the previous example, KA represents the rent at,

the market for a parcel utihred by activity A. while KB represents the rent at the

8
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market 4)r a parcel utilised by activity B. The slopes of the two bid rent curves
differ significantly reflecting higher unit transfer costs for A than for B If there
were no competition present in the system and each activity were considered singly
then DA would represent the maximum distance at Which activity A could be
undertaken with DB(DB > DA) representing the maximum limit of cultivation for
activity B However, the two activities are in competition for use of the paizels and
within the distance MD* the hid rent of activity A always exceeds that of activity
B, and hence activity A will then occupy all parcels of land between the market and
location D*. However at distances greater than D* activity B produces a higher bid
rent than activity A and activity B will occupy those parcels of land lying at
distances from the market greater than D* and less than DB. An entrepreneur
located on a parcel of land exactly D* kilometers from the market would be
indifferent between the two activities since both produce identical bid rents at that
point and no economic basis exists for differentiating between them.

The graphic analysis of the competitive situation shown in Figure 2 is only
one-dimensional and total rent in this case is equivalent to the area under the curve
KA RDB. When translated to the two-dimensional case, two rings centered at M are
formed. The first, with radius MD* encloses the 'area of cultivation of activity A;
the second, starting at distance D* and extending to radius MDB encloses the area
of cultivation of crop B (see Figure 3). The resulting spatial pattern is one which is

Figure 3 Simple 'Mullen Rings

commonly referred to as "Iliunen Rings The total rent in the two-dimensional
ease is then given by the volume of the solid of revolution formed by rotating
KA RDB about KAM as an axis (see Append! \ A of Dunn 131 for a more detailed
discussion).

A great deal has been written on the von rhiinen mode' and for discussions of its

9
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many complications add extensions, see the works by Dunn [31, Isard [71, and
Alonso [II. The utility of even the simple model in explaining the observed
patterns of land use has been noted by a number of researchers and much of this
latter work is admirably reviewed in Chisholm [21.

Extensions of the Simple Model

The basic von Th linen model outlined above displays a number of important
factors relating to agricultural production location decisions, and does so in an
exceedingly simple fashion. While it may be characterized as one of the simplest
models of land use, it is exceedingly fertile since it is capable of t xtension and
modification in a variety of ways. Two of these, the expansion to'rritiltiple market
centers and the introduction of space distorting transport routes will be discussed
here.

Multiple Market Centers

Given the concept of land use competition, the extension of the basic von
Thilnen model to the case of multiple urban centers is relatively straightforward.
Basically, equation ( I) Is recast into the followMg form:

R,j = Y,Pij Y,C, Y,I,JD, = ...,n;j = I. ...,m) (2)

where rent produced by the ith activity whe,, it is oriented toward the jth
"market center

Pij = unit price for activity at the ith market center
T,i = transport rate/unit/km for movement of output of activity n to

market center i
(the remaining terms are as previously defined)

Utilization of this formulation results in the establishment of multiple bid rent
curves based upon the various market caters (see Figure 4) The structures are as
defined in the previous example except that, in this case, an evaluation of the bid
rent curves shows that at certain locations, for example, L, three "different"
activities are bidding for the use of the land. At L we see positive bid rents derived

from activity A (men, 1 toward market I and activity B oriented toward market I,
as well as a bid rent derived from activity B oriented toward market center 2. At L,
activity A oriented toward market center I produces the highest bid rent and hence
occupies that location. However, at distances greater than MIP we see that
orientations of the two activities, A and B, toward the second market center
produce higher bid rent levels than a continued orientation toward the original
market center. Thus, at distance M, L* from the original market center, it can be

seen that while activity B oriented toward market center I is still making a positive
bid for tt.,e of the Lind, this bid is exceeded by those made by activity A and activity

when oriented toward the second market ienkr. In this particular case, activity



1

DB2 DA2 P °AI

4--distance

L* DBI M2

Figure 4 Bid Rent Curves for Competition Between Two Market Centers

A. with an orientation toward the second market center, occupies the location.
Thus, along the line from NI, to NI2, we see a sticcessIon of land uses, first A then B
and then A again. However, within the area devoted to the cultivation of land use B
there is a breaking point, P, at which the land shifts from the tributary area of the
first market center tb the tributary area of the second center.

An interesting prObletn involves the exact determination of the boundary
between the tributary areas of the two centers. The boundary is clearly defined in
the one-dimensional case,shown in Figure 4, and can be easily inferred in the
two-dimensional case where the parameter values for the two market centers are
identical and an overlap between the bid rent curves exists, the boundary in this
latter case will be a straight line perpendicular to the line joining the two centers.
However. as one of the centers becomes "dominant," the boundary between the
tributary areas of the two 1. enters will gradually shift from a straight line to a
hyperbola to a parabola and finally to a closed elliptical form around the second
area with the second (smaller) market center occupying the foci of the ellipse
nearest to the larger market center Demonstration of the development of the
spatial structure in (hese cases is usually very difficult without resort to
complicated mathematical derivations or an elaborate. _irefully plotted graphical
display. It is, nevertheless, an interesting extension of the bask model.

System-Wide Transport Improvements

The introduction of system wide transport improvements, such as those that
might occur when a new and more effluent type of vehicle is introduced into all
parts ()I the transportation system can be handled within the model as given in
equations ( 1 ) and (2). The net elicit is simply to reduce the value of T, or T.
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which, in turn, leads to a reduction in the slope of the bid rent curves. The benefits
of any system-wide improvement in transportation may be differentially distributed
between activities since, for example, the introduction of a specialized and more
efficient bulk carrier might favor certain commodities over others. Another
example of differential impact would be the introduction of refrigerated, milk
transports which would obviously influence T, for the activity of milk production,
but would have little direct impact upon the transport costs for commodities such
as grain.

Route-Specific Transport Improvements

A far more interesting, and theoretically complex, case is encountered when
transport improvements in the system differentially influence locations. This is
typically caused in the real world by the construction or improvement of an
existing transportation link. For example, a new highway linking two nodes in the
system may be built or an existing road may be improved through resurfacing, thus
leading to lower vehicle operating 'costs. Within the context of the basic von
Thilnen model, the introduction of specific transport routes can be viewed as a
distortion of the uniform plain since unit transfer costs over the improved routes
will generally be lower than transfer costs over the remainder of the area. Within
the context of equation (1), this change can be handled in one of two ways:
through variations in the values of the T, depending upon the type of route over
which the travel takes place or, somewhat more easily, by assuming that variations
occur in D itself. This latter approach arises out of a substitution of the notion of
effective distance for that of airline distance which was previously utilized in the
model. Effective distance is defined as follows. let De- be the minimum distance
from the cell to the highway, D, the minimum distance from the market center to
the highway, and Di the distance travelled along the highway. Then the effective
distance D is given by the formula:

DE = De + a D, + Dt (3)

with a in this case iepresenting the ratio of on-highway to off-highway movement
charges within the range 0 < a 1. That is, for an a value of 0 5 travelling a unit
distance along the highway would cost exactly half as much as travelling the same
distance off the highway. The use of a as a scaling factor in the equation for
effective distance compensates for the real differences in unit movement costs over
the different routes. This proves to be particularly useful when the definition of
effective distance is expanded to include travel over a potential system of routes

= + a, DI + 02 D2 4. 4. an Dn Dt (4)

where there are a series of n `,2.rent highway segments in the route, each of which
has associated with it an unique value of a.

y
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The distorting effect of low cost transportatu.n routes was noted by von Tlittnen
in his original analysis in a discussion of the distorting effects of a river which
would provide lo'w cost transportation for agmultural commodities upon the limits
of the area under cultivation. Derivation of the geometric impact of highway
improvement upon land use patterns has been undertaken by several authors, but
the docussion that follows is adapted from that of Werner 1201. Werner was
concerne ' with the distortion of the shz.pe of the hinterland area that occurred
after a new transportation route had been construcied. He defined hinterland as the
area accessible from a given point with a specific level of transportation effort,
where effort may be measured in terms of energy consumption, mileage, time or
other criteria. The analysis assumes as giv -a the isotropic transport plain, a point P
corresponding to a market center and a straight transportation route running
through the area with a cost per unit flow per kilometer of at on the road and a2
off the road. This basic situation is illustrated in Figure 5.

In Figure 5, for convenience,' the new transportation route is assumed to be
identical with the x-axis and P is a point on the y-axis with coordinates (0,b). The
situation as shown is a symmetric one so that the analysis need only be completed
for points lying to the right of the y-axis. The minimum cot connection from an
arbitrary point Q2 located sufficiently far from P and lying off the transportation
route is given by a direct movement from Q2 towards the road entering with an
angle equal to arc cos a2 /al , then along the road itself to a point R, and then
directly to point P. The angle at which the minimum cost path leaves the road is
again equal to arc cos a2 /al.

Werner demonstrates in his analysis that the half-space under consideration can
be divided into three regions, which are labeled 1, II, and III in Figure 5. Within
region I all points have a minimum effective cost path which consists of a direct

1.1gure S Determination of the Sphere of InItueme of J Transport Route
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movement to point P with no movement over the road. For all points in region II,
such as the arbitrary point Q2 , al! minimum Lost connections revolve travel over the
road in the fashion outlined above. The situation in region III is more complicated
since for points arbitrarily close to the road, minimum effective cost paths will
involve .1 combination of direct travel and travel over the road. For points much
further from the road, direst travel will be more efficient. The boundary separating
the two parts of region III, is shown to be a parabola with the point P lying in one
of its foci. The resulting situation is summarized in Figure 6 which displays the
areas of access via the new road versus the areas which retain direct access to point
P. The shaded portion in Figure 6 represents those points in the hinterland of P that

/ area of di rect access/// / / //// /// I' / // / // / 0 / /// / // / h / / // // / //// ,/ ///, /// / //, ,// /,, ,, ,/,,/,,,, nee road/// / / /// /, /// /// / , , / / f,,,/, ///, // / // /// /// ' // , /// / / / // / / / / / / / /
//,,I // / ///// // / /// //, ,/ // //// /, , / // ,iccess via///// /// / / // / / /

/// /// 0/ /// /// ////// / / // / // nel, road
//// -0 ', //////,, / ///' ", // ////// /

, ,
di rect 1/ / / / / / / / I5 / / / / // // / /' / , // / //

/ ///,;:

access

/ / /

Figure 6. The Sphere of Influence of a Transport Route
Source. Werna 120)

have had their distance relationship changed by the introdiktion of the new
transport faLtlity, , while points lying within the area of direct aLLess retain the same
distance relatiOnships as before. For those points in the shaded area, the effective
distance has been reduced by the miroduLtion of the highway and this means that
they are, in a purely economic sense, closer to P than they were prior to the
introduction kit the highway By this trimsformation the areas of cultivation will be
extended along the road; and in the areas immediately adjacent to it. in the fashion
shown in/Figure 7 which displays a simple Thiinen ring structure for both the
before and after Lases Wernor goes on to show how the patterns of Lhanged access'
are influenLed when a variety of pre existing transport networks are assumed and
the interested reader is referred to his original e \position tor further details 1201.
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road

ne, hinterland boundary

Figure 7 Ring Distortion Produced by a Transport Route
Source: Werner [201,

new

road

Summary

Material presented in this chapter has provided a summary of basic aspects of the
von'Thiinen model and some of its more direct extensions. The reader interested in
a more detailed exploration of these problems is referred to the works by Alonso
[I], Chislrolth [21, Dunn [31, Isard [71 and Losch [9].
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CHAPTER 111

THE LANDUSE PROGRAM

The objectives in using computer programs such as the one discussed here are set
forth in the article by fluke, Fielding and Rushton [61, and in the report of the
Engineering Education Project of the University of Michigan [17] . The selection of
this specific process model was based upon several factors:

I) the von Thunen model is perhaps the simplest generative model for spatial
patterns of land use, but is rich t'nough to permit a number of interesting
extensions,

2) the basic model is widely known and is discussed in most economic
geography courses, and

3) although the model is simple in structure, a number of operational
difficulties frequently arise among students in visualizing Ithe changes in
spatial structure resulting from parameter shifts in the model.

The program was developed to provide a means whereby the student could
develop a stronger feeling for the relationship between the abstract model and the
spatial structure which it represents through manipulation of selected portions of
the model and observation of the subsequent impact upon the spatial structure of
land uses. The conventional "blackboard" approach utilizing one-dimensional
cross-sections (such as those in Figures I, 2 and 4) has not been proven to be an
effective solution to this problem. Secondary development objectives included a
desire to acquaint the student with the complex spatial structures that can arise out
of even simple linear models (e.g., case V in the following chapter), and to provide a
large group of undergraduates with an introduction to the use of the high-speed,
digital computer as an analysis tool.

Program Structure

The program presented here has been designed with flexibility of use in mind. It
has the capability of handling exercises ranging from those that might be
appropriate for an introductory course emphasizing simple concepts to those
suitable for advanced courses dealing with more complex problems. Examples of
the former include generation of simple Thunen rings and the demonstration of the
development of a competitive boundary between two market 'centers. The latter
could involve any of the many complex cases of transport improvement and
development. In all cases, the model relies upon the basic von Thunen model for

-
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evaluation of competition among land uses. Competing market Lenters and crops
are readily handled within this tramework, and one or more distance distorting
transport routes can be introduced through the concept of effective distance
discussed in the previous chapter.

The program assumes the exBtent.e of an unbounded, isotropic plain upon which
an arbitrary (x, y) coordinate systein has been established. It then isolates a
rectangular subregion from the plain and proceeds to develop the pattern of land
use according to the basic rent equation. Unless otherwise instructed, the program
assumes that the rectangular subregion is one whose lower left hand corner
corresponds to the zero points of the coordinate system. For pragmatic reasons,
related to both ease of Lomputation and ease of output, the program assumes that
this rectangular area is divided into a series of small areal units which form the basis
for all computations. There are 110 of these units along the horizontal axis and 90
of the units along the vertical or y-axis, producing a total of slightly under 10,000
unit areas All coordinates which locate features on the plain, such as market
centers, are specified as integer numbers in a read right-and-up coordinate system.
These integer numbers correspond to cell numbers. For example, the coordinates of
a market center located approximately in the center of the rectangular region
would be given as x = 55 and y = 45. Within the unbounded plain, the student is
permitted to locate up to a maximum of ten market centers through the simple
process of specifying their x and y Loordmates. However, only those towns lying
within the rectangular area defined by I < x < 110 and 1 < y <90 will appear on
the output maps.

The student also specifies a >cries of parameters which define up to twelve
abstract crops, with each Liu!) specified in terms of the following parameters.

I) Yield per unit area (assumed to remain constant for that crop over the entire
plain);

2) Unit price at each of the market centers,
3) Unit cost of reduction (assumed also to be invariant over the plain),
4) Unit cost of transport per unit distance (permitted to vary between market

centers and between crops).

With this information in hand, the program proceeds to evaluate the rent
equation for each unit area in turn beginning with the unit in upper kit hand
corner. The distance from this unit to each of the defin&I market centers is
calculated and the rent, according to the basic rent equation, that would be derived
at this parcel from each crop and market Leiner combination is obtained. For
example, in a system that had two market Lenters and two crops defined, each unit
area would have four possible bid rents based upon crop A at market center 1,
crop B at market center I, crop A at market center 2 and crop B at market center
2. From this vector of lour bid rent values, the program selects the maximum, and
thus identifies the particular land use whiLh is assigned to the parcel fund determines
the assignment of the parcel to a specific tributary area. If all bid rents at that
location are negative, then the use assigned is "idle" and the parcel is not assigned
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to the tributary' area of any urban center. For positive bid rents, the maximum
value is also stored so that subsequent summaries of total rents and total areas
under cultivation can be provided by crop and by crop-market center combinations.

Transport routes are defined by the simple expedient of providing the x and y
coordinates of their points of origin and termination together with a value for a,
the ratio of on-highway to off-highway movement charges. Program operation
proceeds as described before except that the minimum effective distance is

established for the computational cell prior to evaluation of the rent equation. The
information on minimum effective distance, when compared with direct access
distances, permits definition of the sphere of influence of the transportation route.

Subroutines

The program is written entirely in FORTRAN IV and consists of a main routine
and two specialized subroutines The main routine. LANDUSE, is responsible for all
input and computational phases. The only exception occurs when highways are
present and the subroutine PROJCT is called to determine the shortest distance
between the analysis cell under consideration and a specific highway. It will be
recalled that Werner 1201 demonstrated that entry into the transport route should
take place at an angle which is a function of the ratio of the two costs. PROJCT,
for reasons of computational simplicity, assumes that entry always takes p! .ce at 90
degrees This introduces some distortion, but it is felt that this can be safely
disregarded in this particular case.

The subroutine REGION is responsible for all map output. It is designed to store
and output up tc three one-page maps using the smallest possible amount of core
memory. In order to fall into the most favorable level of the priority system, the
program is written to load and go using only 14,000 words of core. Sto .ge of the
three 54 x 110 maps would normally require nearly 18,000 words of computer
memory, but REGION reduces this storage requirement to under 1,700 words
through the use of masking statements. The amount of storage required by
REGION is dependent upon the computer word le,ngth and since word length for
the CDC 6000 series machines is significantly greater than for cwparable
computers, such as the IBM 360, the CIX' version of REGION will not di...raje
other machines. Versions of REGION have been prepared. however, for use on thellt
IBM 360 as well as on CDC 3000 series machines, both of which have different
word lengths than the CDC 6000 series. These modified routines produce output
maps of slightly different sizes than those described here ( the 110 units in the
x-dimension of the analysis area represents eleven CDC words each holding ten
characters), but the general structure is identical.

Production of maps on the high-speed printer requires that all output be scaled
by a factor of 3/5 to produce identical vertical and horizontal scales. This results
from the sue of the characters on the print chain (10 per inch) and the spacing
between lines (6 per inch) This is why LANDUSE uses a 90 x .110 analysis region
and produces 54 x 110 maps It this scaling were not done, the Thiinen wigs would
be significantly distorted.
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Program Limits

The program allows maxima of ten market centers. twelve abstract crops and
nine transport routes. The number of computations required in the maximum case
can be quite large{ For example, in a problem with ten market centers and twelve
crops, the program must evaluate 120 rent valu , for each of nearly 10,000 cells.
The problem of determining patterns of land use in a system involving a relatively
large number of rruket centers and crops is not nearly as severe, however, as the
case where there are a large number of transportation routes with multiple
intersections. Since each transportation route is permitted to have an individual
value of a the determination of the minimum effective distance becomes quite
complex. It is possible, therefore, within the defined maxima of the prograr,. to
establish problems which cannot be economically solved even with i large

high-speed computer. These rather high limits have been established to provide the
program with the maximum, amount of flexibility and not with the view that all
will be reached at the same time. From a pragmatic standpoint, it is desirable to
have a lower set of limits for student use. Within the program, these lower limits are
established at four imii cepters, four crops mid two highways and this is the
configuration which is utilized in the normal classroom situation. Access to the
larger capabilities of the program may be obtained by punching a single decoding
"password" on one of the problem control cards. If this password is absent, then
the lower set of maximas are in operation; if present, access is permitted to the full
capabilities of the program.

Data Input

4 Data input to the program takes place via a sequence of control cards, the first
of which is a general problem control card specifying the number of market centers,
the number of crops, the number of highways and the number of re-scale runs that
are to be made. This card also carries basic title information which is reproduced to
identify the output, as well as the password if one is entered. The re-scale option is
discussed in detail later, but basically a problem may be re-scaled through the
specification of a new origin and a new scale factor for the map. If a problem is to
be re- sealed. an indication of intent must be giveh on the problem control card.
Following the problem control card. one or more data cards giving,. the market
center coordinates are read and are followed by a third group of cards containing
information on the desired scale of the map (given in terms of the number of
distance units per inch) as well as yield levels f( each of the crops. The fourth
group of cards is called crop parameter cards. and specifies for each crop and market

combination. the unit market price, the unit production cost, and the unit
transportation cost per unit of distance. If transportation routes are specified in the
problem, then a fifth .group of cards follows specifying the starting and ending
point of each transportation route as well as its associated a value If the problem is
to be re-scaled one or "lore times, then the final group of cards consists of re-scale

cards specifying x and y coordinates of the new origin as well as the new distance
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scale factoi.cny atimber of problems can be run in sequence by repeating the
above deck structure

Detailed instrucins on the preparation of input cards are given in Appendix A.

4
Program Output

The output of the program consists of a series of maps as well as basic summary
statistics. The first output stage consists of an echo check of data inputs and
repeats, in tabular form; the information pertaining to market centers, crops and

----highways that has been read from the data cards (see Figures 8 and 9). This permits
the student to check quickly for errors in his control cards. Following th echo
Check, from one to four maps are produced depending upon the problem control
card parameters. The first_map is always a general location map which displays the
locatiorL of all market centers and highways in the problem.(see Figure 10). All
maps are identical in format with market center locations shown as "X" 's, and all
carry small crosses at the corners of the rectangular analysis area to serve as
registration points should the student desire to overlay one or more maps for
comparative purposes. If highways have been defined in the system, then the
secon' map is one showing the location of the market centers as well as those cells
which fall within the "sphere of influence" of each of the highways (see Figure I I).

Highways Are identified by the program by reference to the sequence in which
the highway control. cards are read. That is, the first card is identified by the
program as being associated with highway number 1, the second card with highway
number 2, and so forth. A cell whose effective distance to an:-. of the market
centers is reduced through the existence of highway I has a "1" pnnted in it.
Similarly, any cell which is influenccd by highway 2 has a "2" printed in it, etc.
Those cells through which direct access still represents the minimum effective
distance are left blank. Thus, the area of the map which is filled with "I" 's
represents the sphere of influence of highway I, the area filled with "2" 's
represents the sphere of influence of highway 2, and so forth.

CCmmISSICN 3P; COLLEGE GL3GAAPHr LANDUSE ExAmPLE

CASE 1

T.I5 PR:OLV., SPLCIOAEs

3 .A.KEr ct%If.s

3

11gure 8 Output Sample 1. cho Cheek, I
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Figure 9. Output Sample iho Cheek, 2
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Figure .10. Output Sample Location of Market Centers and Highways
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Figure 11. Output Sample -Sphere of Influence of Highway

The next map produced is a general land use map (see Figure 12). This map
sliows the location of each of the market centers as well as :le pattern of land use.
The first control card read is associated with crop A, the second with B, etc. Any
cell for which crop A has the highest bid rent has an A pnnted in it on this map,
any cell with crop B having the highest bid rent has a B printed in it, etc. Cells for
which all bid rents are negative are left blank. For those cells for which two or more
bid rents are identical an "=" sign is printed indicating that a tie exists between
two or more land uses. The last map identifies the tributary areas of each market
center (sec' Figure 13). The first set of coordinates read is assumed to define market
center 1, the second set of coordinates market center 2, etc. A cell is assigned to
center 1 if the highest bid rent for that cell is one which is associated with sales at
market center 1, it is assigned to center 2 if the sales are associated with market
center 2. ejc. Ties are again identified by printing of an "=" sign in the cell.

The final output sution consists of a set of summary statistics relating to rent
and area under cultivation for each market center and crop combination (see Figure
14). Total rent and total area under cultivation are also given for each crop and the
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Figuie 12 Output Sample -Land Use

total area with zero rent level, that is, idle land, is also presented. The summary

statistics are useful in providing quantitative measures of impacts due to parametric

changes.

Introduction of Transrmtation Routes

Transportation routes are defined within the study area through specification of
the coordinates of their points of origin and termination as well as the associated a
value. The a value represents the ratio of on-highway to off-highway movement
charges and an a value of one implies that these are identical. Thus, an a value, of

0.5 implies that travel on the transportation route is only one-half as costly as travel

off the highway. Based upon empirical investigations of vehicle operating costs, it is

possible to select a values which .are at least roughly in accordance with reality. A

number of studies have examined the effect of transport improvements on vehicle

operating costs and if the assumption is made that an a value of I is roughly
equivalent to the _rudest of dirt roads, then relative values of a may be established
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igure 13 Output Sample Tributary Areas

for oth,:er common road surfaces as well as for different types of vehicles. Table I
presents some suggested values for a wind' are based upon empirical investigations.
These values arc only suggegtivc since many other factors influence the level of
operating costs. However the fact that they are based upon "real-world" data tends
to make them more viable in the mind of the student.

The sphere of influence of a highway is defined as the set of all cells for which
th. average effective distance from the cell to all N market centers is less than the
ivemge airline distance to the towns, or the average effective distance to the towns
using all other highways A cell winch falls within the sphere of influence of a given
highway is identified on the map with that highway's number, while those cells
whose minimum average distance is the average airline distance arc left blank. If the
average effective distances are equal tor any two highways with respect to a given
cell, an "=" sign is then printed in the cell.

A transport route may be of any length and may run in any direction, but care
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Figure 14. Output Sample Summary Statistics

must be taken that, ether through initial specification or subsequent re-scaling, the

effective length of the highway is not reduced to zero. If this should occur then an

error message is issued and the program terminates.

Changes in Origin and Scale

All points on the isotropic plain are assumed to be specified in terms of integer

coordinates so that a unit increment in either the horizontal or vertical direction
corresponds to a distance of one tenth of an inch on the printed map. The factor

SCALE is a non-negative, floating point numberwhich assigns a physical distance to

this unit increment. The physical distance may be either abstractly defined or in

feet, miles, kilomete's. etc., and ten times the value of SCALE is the distance per

unit of the printed output maps. The distance scale which is in effect for a
particular problem is printed at the bottom of each map. In order to obtain maps

covering different regions within the plain, the coordinates of the defined market

centers and highways must be modified and/or the value of SCALE must be
changed leaving the remaining data the same. In this case, physical distances must

be regarded as invariant, that is modifications of the value of SCAL r or shifting of

the origin must necessarily cause a consistent modification of the originally
specified integer coordinates which will preserve the "actual" distances in a spatial

system. Appendix A contains information on how these scale shifts and shifts of

the origin are computed by the program.
The program contains an option which will automatically re-scale any specified
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AN,

Table 1

OPERATING COSTS AND ALPHA VALUES FOR ROAD SURFACE
AND EQUIPMENT CLASSES IN A DEVELOPING NATION*

Equipment
Class

Road Surface

Earth Gravel Paved

Small passenger car 3.16 2.55 1.98
(LP) (0.78) (0.61)

Large passenger car 5.32 '4.13 3.23
(1.0) (0.78 (0.61)

1-ton truck 6.79 4.78 3.56
(I.0) (0.70) (0.52)

3.5-ton truck 11.79 7.47 5.13
(1.0) (0.63) (0.44)

15-ton tractor
semi-trailer

20.53 12.19 7.92

(l.0) (0.59) (0.38)

*hp les are cents/vehicle-kilometer, bracketed numbers are alpha values a§suming earth
surface to be equivalent to a = 1.0

Source Adapted from figutes given in United Nations. Transport Modes and Technologies for
Development, 1970

problem. A problem which is specified by a data set immediately following a

problem control card is called the reference case. Each re-scale data card which
follows a reference case may contain the coordinates of a stew origin as well as a
new scale facyor. The coordinates of a new origin on the re-scale card are assumed
to be given in terms of the original coordinate system. That is, the system may be
viewed by the student as taking the original rectangular analysis area (which the
program assumes to be located with its lower left hand corner at the Zero point of
the coordinate system) and moving its lower left hand corner to the new
coordinates specified on the re-scale card. If a scale change is also specified, the
relative site of the region and the analysis areas will be changed as well. The original
coordinates of the market centers and highways, as specified in the reference case,
are saved and new coordinates are computed relative to this reference problem for
each subsequent re-scaling. Changes of origin may or may not be accompanied by
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subsequent changes in scale. In many complex problems, it has been found that
changes in origin together with simultaneous changes in scale produce useful results
in terms of clarifying the analysis. For example, a complex case may be developed
and the student may desire to examine in greater detail some limited poi non of it.
He may then request that the scale of the map be shifted to provide mole detail and
that the origin be translated to such a location that the area of greatest interest is
centered in the new map.

In the case of re-scale operations, the number of analysts cells defined in the
rectangular region remains the same while their area is effectively changed In the
present version of the program, this means that the summary statistics in the
reference case and the re-scaled case will not be comparable. This problem will be
eliminated 'n a future version of the program.

Using LANDUSE .

The ,LANDUSE program was developed at the Department of Geography,
igNoithwestern Univetsity, over a three year period. The program was initially used in

an upper division course in economic geography having an enrollment of about 25

J t uo en ts, most of whom were graduate students from other disciplines. Problems

were assigned on an indtvidual basis and were fairly complex in their structure since

the student group possessed a substantial background in ?elated areas such as
transportation engineering. The use of the program with this small group of mature

students posed a few problems.
During the next year, with the cooperation of Dr. Ian Hamilton (Department of

Geography, London School of Economics) who was a visiting professor at that
time, the use of the program was extended to a larger, lower division course in
introductory economic geography. This course had a registration of ,about 70
students and because of the larger class site, the students were "teamed" in groups
of two or three in order to reduce operating costs and the load on rather limited
keypunch facilities. Teai..ing in groups greater than three did not prove successful
because of the increasing remoteness of the individual student from the exercise.

At the present time, the program is used in both the lower division and upper
division economic geography courses. The types of problems assigned differ
significantly with the more complex problems in the upper division course
reflecting the more substantial background of these students, and their specific
interest In questions of transportation and its relationship to the spatial structure of

land use.
General experience with the program indicates that ti has a high level of student

acceptance and that it does increase their level of knowledge in the desired areas.

Necessary Student Background

Aside from a theoretical grounding in the notion of economic rents and location
rents, and in the general structure of the simple von Thithen model, the student

must know how to prepare the data cards for the program, how to submit the
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program to the computer and how to retrieve his output. to most cases, particularly
when dealing with lower division students, the instructor cannot assume student
familiarity with either computers or the operation of the keypunch. Our experience
has shown that basic keypunch instruction can be given in about 15 or 20 minutes
and that an introduction to the program, card layout and computer center
operation take,-; about an hour. In many universities, basic keypunch instruction is
provided by the computer center through either direct demonstration or by student
access to video recordings. A sample of the keypunch reference material given to
Northwestem'students can be seen in Appendix C.

The first exercise which is normally assigned at both class levels is a "set piece"
wherein all parameter values are given This is designed to test the student's
familiarity with card preparation and system operallon. Case I in the following
cliapter is usually used for this purpose.

Operating Costs

The cost of operating the program is a function of the charge level established by ,

the local computer center, as well as of the number and complexity of the problems
which are assigned by the nstActor. In the introductory course at Northwestern,
where only a feW simple problems are assigned to teams of students, operating costs
are approximately $14 00 to $15.00 per student. More complex problems, although
not a greater number, are assigned in the upper division course on an individual
basis and here the cost per student rises to between $50.00 and $70.00. In many
cases these charges, particularly those for thz lower division class, reflect a level
which is related only to the number of job submissions made, since at Northwestern
a minimum charge of S I.00 per job is set by the computing center. In dealing with
simple problems, one of the major factors influencing total class cost is the number
of submissions per student. This can be minimized by making use of the provision
within the program for stacking problems so that a number of different cases can be
run on the same submission When used, this tends to reduce significantly the cost
per student.

The cost per student is also increased when students substitute repetitive tests on
the computer for thinking about the operation of the model. Prior to being given
the exercises, the students are instructed to produce trial solutions utilizing
standard graphic methods, such as those shown in Figures 2 and 4. However, the
student finds that it is less work to change merely one or two numbers in his input
deck and resubmit the problem. This substantially increases the number of runs and
the total u,st. Simic computer installation have monitor routines available that will
check the number of submissions made by an individual student and will either
prohibit access after a certain number of tries or will call the situation to the
attention of the instructor Such a program is nut available at Northwestern, but a
comprehensive momtoring prugo am is being developed which :Amid alleviate this
problem and permit the instructor to identify those students who are having
difficulties with the operation of the program.
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While the dollar figures cited here refer to a $7.00/minute computer charge, it
must be kept in mind that at many schools the assignment of dollar values to
classroom use of the computer does not result in any actual transfer of funds. The
"charge" in these cases provides only a means of allocating a fixed resource (wh.,..11
is paid for in the school's annual budget) among competing users. Charge policies
vary widely among schools nd the prosepctive user should make local inquiries.

Program Availability

Because LANDUSE is a large, complex routine which is undergoing continuing
development, a listing of the source deck is not included in this technical paper.
However, machine-readable versions of the current distribution version may be
obtained from the Geography Program Exchange. The activities of the Exchange
and methods of obtaining programs are described in Appendix B. The GPE will
provide either CDC or IBM versions of the program and persons requesting
machine-readable copies should specify the machine which will be used.

Persons using the program are requested !o forward their comments to the
author.

1
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CHAPTER IV

SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE LANDUSE PROGRAM
1

Inc following six cases have been chosen to demonstrate the and
flexibility of the program. Parameter values were selected to reflect this goal.
Exercises featuring more "realistic" parameters can be developed easily within the
context of a particular course. The cases presented here begin with a simple
situation which reproduces the basic Th Unen ring structure and then proceed
through sucessive complications to a complex case of transport impact combined
with a demonstration of the use of the re-scale option to provide a finer grain
examination of the results.

For ease of interpretation, boundaries and market center locations have been
emphasized through the addition of hand inserted symbols in most Illustrations in
this chapter.

Case I Simple Thiinen Rings

This case demonstrates the ability of the model to replicate the formation of
simple Thiinen rings around a single market center. It is normally utilized as a "set
piece" in order to familiarize the student with card preparation, program
submission and Interpretation of the output. The parameter values fur generation of
this case are shown in Table 2, and Figures 15 and 16 display the resulting land use
pattern and market area structure.
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Table 2

CASE 1 PARAMETER VALUES

Market Center Locations

Market Center X Coordinate Y Coordinat

1 55 4

Crop A
Crop B

Crop Yields

30.00 Units
30.00 Units

Market/Crop Parameters

Market Market Production Transportation
Center Crop Price Cost Cost

1 A 35.00 5.00 1.50

1 B 30.00 5.00 1.00
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,
Case II Competition Between Market Ce

The case of competition between two market centers can be dealt with easily
within the context 'of the program. Case 11 represents a somewhat arbitrary
selection of parameters leading to a situation where the first canter is "dominant"
with respect to the second. The land use pattern which results is displayed in Figure
17. An examination of this map shows that Thiinen rings develop around both
centers and that land use B merges between them. A more interesting pattern is
revealed when the tributary areas map, Figure 18, is examined. Here the dominance
of the first center is clearly evident and the boundary between the trade areas of
the two centers bends in the direction of the second center which occupies an
off-center location within its trade area. Through suitable adjustment of the
parameters, the boundary between the two trade areas may be bent even further to
the right and in the extreme, caused to close on the far right thus embedding the
trade area of center 2 entirely within the trade area of center 1. Tlib le 3 gives the
parameter values which will reproduce this case.

Table 3

CASE II PARAMETER VALUES

Market Center

Market Center Locations

X Coordinate Y Coordinate

1 36 45
74 45

Ciop A
Crop 13

Crop Yields

30.00 Units
30 00 Units

Market/Crop Parameters

Market
Center Crop

Market
Price

Production
cost

Transportation
Cost

.

I A 45.00 5 00 1.00
I 13 40 00 5.00 0.75
1 A 35.00 5.00 150
1 B 30.00 5 00 100
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Case III Transport Route Bypassing a Market Center

This case is a replication of case I with the introdUction of an-eastwest
transportation mute running slightly to the south of the market center as shown in
Figure 19 Figure 20 gives the sphere of influence of the transportation route with
those cells containing a "1- having a minimum effective distance which involves use
of the transportation route The thin vertical line of I 's immediately below the
market center results from an anomalous condition wherein crossing of the
transport route is counted as use of the route. This will be removed in a future
version of the program. Figure 21 demonstrates the resultant patterns of land use
and should be compared directly with Figure 15. Although there is an observed
extension of land use B along the transportation route, there is no impact upon the
pattern of cultivation of land use A, such as one might have expected from an
examination of Figure 7. The reason for the lack of distortion of the A rings can be
seen through a comparison of Figures 20 and 21. Superimposition of Figure 20 over
Figure 21 reveals that the sphere of influence of the highway does not extend into
the A ring and hence no change is recorded for those cells. Figure 22 displays the
resulting distortion of the trade area along the transport route and Table 4 gives the
parameter values which will reproduce this case.

Figure 19 Case Ill- Market Center and Highway Locatio.
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Figure 21. Case IIILand Use
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Table 4

CASE III PARAMETER VALUES

Market Center Locations

Market Center X Coordinate Y Coordinate

Market
C.

I

I

1 55 45

Crop

A
B

Crop Yields

Crop A 30 00 Units
Crop 8 30.00 Units

Market/Crop Paramete,:'

Market Production Transportation
Price ,` Cost Cost

35.00
30.00

Highway Data

5.00 1 50

5 00 1.00

Starting Point Eluting Point

Highway X Coordinate Y Coordinate X Coordinate Y Coordinate Alpha

1 1 39 10th 39 0.45

...

39
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Case IV Market Center Competition and Transport Impact

This case is a replication of case II with the addition of a transport route
bypassing the two competing centers a short distance to the south. The spatial
positioning of the two market centers and the transport route is shown in Figure
23. Because of the existence of two,centers, a more complex pattern emerges when
the sphere of influence of the road is examined (see Figure 24). The impact of '
transport route produces an extension of cultivation of both crops A and B to a
pomt where the new band of , ltivation of crop A along the highway nearly joins
the two centers (see Figure 25). There is, however, still a small island of
production remaining at the edge of the AB ring around the second center. p .n,
many of the more interesting results of the insertion of the transportation re , can

be seen in the examination of Figure 26 which displa' the configuraf of the
two market areas. Some very significant changes can be observed I- imparing
Figare 26 with Figure 18. The introduction of the transport route kab extended the
trade area of center 1 far to the east of center 2 and the lower boundary between
the two trade areas has now b9en wrapped up and around center 2, so that its trade
area has become a parabola oriented toward tne northeast. The parameter inputs
which replicate this case are given in Table 5.

Figure 23. Case IVLocation of Market Centers and Highway
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Figure 24. Case IV Sphere of Influence of Highway
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Table 5

CASE IV PARAMETER VALUES

Market Center

Market Centel Locations

X Coordinate Y Coordinate

I 36 45

2 74 45

Crop Yields

Market
Center Crop

Crop A 30 00 Units
Crop B 30.00 Units

Market/Crop Parameters

Transportation
Cost

Market Production
Price Cost

1 A 45 00 5 00 1.00

I B 40.00 5.00 0.75

2 A 35.00 5.00 I50
2 B 30 00 5.00 1.00

Highway Data

Starting Point Ending Point

Highway X Coordinate Y Coordinate X Coordinate Y Coordinate Alpha

I 1 37 108 37 0.30
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Figure 26 Case IV Tributary Areas
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Case V Complex Transport Impact

This case is designed to demonstrate that the application of the simple linear
model can produce relatively complex spatial patterns in the presence of both
competing market centers and off-center transportation routes. Figure 27 displays
the spatial situation of market enters with respect to the two transport routes, and
Figure 28 defines the relative spheres of influence of the two transport routes. The
operation of the model produces a very complex pattern of land use, as shown in
Figure 29, which nevertheless bears a resemblance to that seen in cases ll and IV.
Three Thunen nngs form around the first market center while an incipient ring
stt.....ture seems to be funning based upon. the second and third market centers. The

l'igure 27 Caw V Location of Market Center, and Ilighway,
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border of cultivation is obviously distorted along each of the Aransport routes.
Turning to Figure 30. the tributary areas map, we see that the pari ular pard,aeter
structure adopted here has generated a discontinuous market area l r center 2. A
northeast extension of the market area of center 1 Occurs as a result of tie effect of
the second highway and divides the market area of the second center irrwo parts.
The market area of the third center displays some of the characteristics st, n in the
market area of the second center in the previous case. Table 6 gives the pa ameter
inputs for replication of this example.
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Figure 28 Case V Spheres of Influentx of highways
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Figure 29 Case V Land Use
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Figure 30. Case V Tributary Areas
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Table 6

CASE V PARAMETER VALUES

Market Center Locations

Market Center X Coordinate Y Coordinate
1 46 50
2 55 50
3 64 50

Crop Yields

Market
Center Crop

Crop A 10.00 Units
Crop B 10.00 Units
Crop C 10.00 Units

Market/Crop Parameters

Transportation
Cost

Market
Price

Production
Cost

1 A 47.00 19 60 1.10
I B 47.00 19.80 I03
1 C 47.00 20.00 1.00
1 A 39.00 19.60 1.10/ B 39.00 19.80 1.03
1 C 39 00 20.00 1.00
3 A 31.00 19 60 1.10
3 B 31 00 19.80 1.03
3 C 31.00 20.00 1.00

Highway Data

Starting Point Ending Point

Highway X Coordinate Y Coordinate X Coordinate Y Coordinate Alpha

1

1

62
'7 1

50

94
90
90

0.40
0.30
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Case VI Change of Scale and Origin

This final case is included to illustrate the manner in which changes of scale and

origin may be used to illuminate complex spatial patterns. Figure 29 displays a

relatively complex spatial land use pattern whose interpretation is greatly hindered

by the size of the printer elements. The insertion of a re-scale card at the end of the

previous example produces a more detailed map of a portion of the original area.

The origin was moved up and to the right, and the base scale of the map was

changed from 10 units to the inch to 2.5 units to the inch, producing a fourfold

enlargement of the subarea. The resultant map shows all three market centers as well

as portions of the two roads, Figure 31, and the appropnate portions of the sphere

of influence map. Figure 32. The re-scale operation produces, in Figure 33, a

X

liguie 31 Cam: VI Location of Market Centers and Highways
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significantly enlarged version of a portion of the onginal land use map. Here the
relationship between the various crops and market centers can be seen more clearly
a3 can the impact of the two transport routes. Figure 34 shows the market area
boundanes in the subarea in a more detailed lashion than did Figure 30 Thus, the
change in scale and location of the origin leads to increased ease of intepretation
by the student. Table 7 shows the factors which were entered on the re-scale cards
to produce this case.

411111111111111111111171111111 222222221222212271227222222222222
111111111111111111111111111 222222222722222212222222222222222
11111 llllll 111111111111111 222222222222222222222222222222222
111111111111111111111111 222222227222222222222222222272222
1111111111111111111111 2222222222222222222222222222222222
111111111111111111111 2222222222722222222222222222222222
1111111111111111111 1222222222222222222222222222222222
111111111111111111 2222222227222222222222222222222222
1111111111111111 2222222222222222222222222222222222
111111111111111 72222222222222222222222222222222222
1111111111111 22222222222222222222222222222222222
111111111111 22222222227722222222222222222222222
1111111111 22227222222222222222222222222222222
111111.11 222222222222222222222222222222222222
11111 1 ,227222222222222222222222222222222222
1111 1 222222222222222222222222222222222222
1111 1 2222222222722222222222222222222222222

2222222222222222722222222222222222222
2222222222222222222222222222222222222

11 22222222222222222222222222222222222222
1 22222222222222222222222222227222222222

222222222222222222222222222272222222222
222222222222222222222222222222222222222
2222222222222222222222222222222222222222
2222222222222222222222222722222222222222
22222222222222222222222222222222222222222

2222222222222 2222222
2222222
22222

222
A 222 A

222
222

222
2222

22222
1 22222

2222222
11 222222222
11 222222222
III 22222222222
III 2222222222222
II 2222222222222

2222222222222
222 22222222222222

222222272222222222222
22222222227222222222222

2222222222227222222222222
2222222222222272222222222222

227222221222222222222222227222
2222222221222222222 222222222222

222222222222722222222 22222222222
222221222222222222222222 1 2222222

222222222222222222222222222 1111 2222222

I 'pre 32 Case VI Spheres ()I' Itilluerhe of Highways
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CCCCC,CLCC,CLLCCC,CLLCLCLLLLCL
cccCC,CCCCLCCkccC,CLcLccLCCLCL
CCccCCCcccccC(ccc,ccLL,CCCCCCGCC
CCCCCCCCCCLCCcccc,CCCCCCCLCCCCCc
CCC,CCCGCCLCCLccC,CCLCCCCCCCCcccc
ccccCCCCCLCCCGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCcCcc
CCCLCCCccccCCCcCLCCLCLCCLCLLCCccC
LC,C,CC:CCC:CcccCLCCCCLCLCCCCCLCCC
CCL,CLCLCCCCCCcccLCCCCC-A,LLcc.CCCCC
C[L,,LCCCC,CCLcLc,ccLcC(CCCCCGCCCCE
cC,,LCCCLCLCLLci.C,cLLLC[CCCCCcLcCCEL

'NU
8000

008
nn
00

P4
Ode
0000
U0080
8880MB
00000
0006
000
U0

CCLCCL,LCUCCetZ:ccccccccccLCCCCCC:CCCCCLCLCCLCCCCCCCCC.L(CCCCCCCCCLCC
CCCC.C(CCC(CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC:LCCCCc(CCLCCCCCU:CcccCcCCCCCCCCCC
C,f.,LCccCCCC,CccLccccc.CCCCCLC,cCCCCCCCCCCccCCCCCCCCCCCCcCccfccCCCc
CCCccccCCCCCCLcc-CCGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCcCCCCcCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCGCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCcCcELcCCCCCcCCCCCCCCGCCCCGCCccLLCCCCCCCCCCUCCCCCCCCCCCCC

CCcccccCCCCCcCcccCcccCCCCCCCCCCCCCcCccCCCccCCCCCCCCCCCCGCCCCcccCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCECcCcccCcCcL;CCCccCCCCccCcCCCCGCCCCCCCCCCCCGCCCCCGCCCC
C CC CCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCC C CCCCCC C CCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCC CCCCC CCCCCCC :CCCCCCCC

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCECCCcucccccCcCCCCCCCCCCCcCCCCC:CCCCCCClCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCC CC CCCCCCCC LOCO C CCCCCC CCCCCC CC CCCCCC CCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCC CC

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCLEccrcccccccCCLCCCCCCCCLCLULCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCLCCCCCCCCLCCCC,CCGCCCC,CCCCCCCCCCc CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCccccccccccC,LCLCCCCCLCCLCCCLCCCCLCCCCCCCCCCccccCcccccr
CC(CCCCCCCCCCLCCCLCCLCCLCCCCCGLCCCCCccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccLCCCCcCCCLLCCCCCCCCLCLCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

LCCCCCCCCCCCcCCCCCCCCLCcCCCcccccccCccccccCcccCCEccccccccLcCCCCCCUCCCLCCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
L,CCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCcLccCCCCCccccfccccLcCCCCCCLCCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCC

48ededd011 CCLCCCCCCCCCCCC'.CCLCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCccccccccccCLCCCCccclCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCrCCCCCCccrCccCCCCL
tMddadwoussoodft. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCcccccCccCCCc;CCCCLCCCCCCCC(CCCCCGCCGCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCccCCCccCCCC
Mtbeid.beitieladtlemddm cCGCCLccCccCCLccCCccccccC(CCCC.CCCCcCcccccccLc'CLCCLcCC(CZCCCCCCCCC,CCCCCCECCCLCCCCCcCCCC
PReithitleihn1016001.58.1 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
RededellikkleititlememOndil CCCCCC CC CCCCCLC CCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCC CCCCCCCC,CCCCCC,_CCCCCCCC,CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCC
d4d9UV4101140111.1dwilliONO CCCCCCCcC,CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCC,LCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC,C
RadAddellielinmet,bsemd.Obd0 CCCCCCCCCCCC WIREI8 cCCCCCCCCCECCCE,CCCCCLLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCccCCcUrCCL

UligabeldbMbdulindaddem [CCCCCCCCC nem8OuRBOR cCcCLC:CCCCCCCLCCCCLCCCCCCccccCcCCCGCCCCCCCCCC
OdgebdemenEWbOdhi CCCCCCCCC ORMOIdelOOORR CCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCICCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

diinddebOOOdeldeleig CCCCCCCCC OFIBRI,d6d101HPARR CCCCCCCC] CCCCCCCC,LLL,CC(CLCCCCCCCCLCCCccCcr
16010bOOdeeldUelOO CCCCCCC, 89.1018dadNOBARA CC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCrCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCL

CCCCCCCC Vihddely04418.4148 fla CCCCCCCLLCCCCCCCCCCc-CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
dutIlidoidUeld11411 CCCCCCC RelftnaldaddRROBW108BR CCcCCCCC[L(CCCCCCCcCLUCCCCCCCCCCcLCC

CCCCC ONOJEldHBOR@ORUBROO CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
BeElndeAltiddeleti CCCCC B15.04WOOARR8011$01 CCCICCCUCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
UtaiONSONOO8811 CCU. BmHeitlelliMPIRmOdPme, C CCCCCCcccCCCCL(Cc
8018eidgbdUBBO CCCC: OBOUBbReORBROUOH CCCCC btitin CCCCCCCCrCCCCC

ElbeRIWOU.0188 CCCCCC ROBOW:4181515RRANUON CCCCCC MOROSE, CCCCCCC
OlOdOgeme10.184 CCCCCCCC WOCNOBRIOOROPIIIR CCCCCCCCC .100088101840eB8 CCCCCCC

ogeden81,4dtfddWO CCCCCCCCC ORM10,41110419118clad CCCCCCCCCCC .1.0109888BOSEIC.6 CCCCCCCC
noOd.U8diddemBlo CCCCCCCCC USOIldedONEISSOURNd CCcCCGCCCCCLCCCC BU,ONHOW4h0..CCCc[CcC

notidebtodpbOOddeldUd CCCCC:;CCCc 94RUIJOIAdOBONABR LLCCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCC RAHROR4 CCCCCCCC'
delMOBBEW..410.1.014d4bNBel CCCCCCCCCCCC WIRdS841NOOPRAR CC,CCCCCCC,CCL,LCCCCUCCC 9101 [CCCCCCCCC

mAlloOdelOUBUdelodeRWORd404d CCGCCcCL,cCCC NyeRbtONEM8004AR CCCCCCCCCCCCSCCCCC :CCCCC:[ CCACCCCCCCC
RROodebelOW,dUoddelb81014.15 CCCCCCCCCCCCCC BREBR5BWIFIRRA CCCCCCCCCCCLLCCCCLLCCCLCCCCCCC CCCCLC(CCCLL
FIRSeeltlebt10.1eletliftleelliel CCCCCCCCC.Lccccc / 246 ,0114dk ccfCCCCCc(cCLcccCCLCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCLCCCL
ARobel4Mbeldminesemed8 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 0489 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCCC,LCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC-CC
..OFOeintOtinhUdelOnb CCCC,CCCCCCCCCCCCUC 44 SN CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCL,CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
sgfiddbtle,O.6.deeNe CccLcLLLCL.,ccEcccCCc WO) ' CCcC(cLccCCCCCCLLCccLLLLtELCCC[CCLCCCccccCcCC[CC
NRAddeleidel.S.01. _,LCCC(CCCLC CCCCCCCCC BORUHOW3Adb u ccrcLcCCCCCcccCCtffcCELCCLCcLCCCCCCCL,ccccccccC,r
RAddondOB. ,cCLCc.cLC,(CLCCCCCCC,CLCCC 08.1098B9911911dOWI cfCcCCL,CCCCCCCLCLC(cL,LL,ALLCCLLLCCLCCC(CcCCCCCC

CCL,CcCtCCLCCCC,,L,CGCCCCCCCCC 0e$1.1488R9OdedAad CCUcCCCGCCCCCcCCCCLLC.LCCLCCCL4,0:CC.,CGCCCCcccCCC
rCCCCCLCCCCCLLCLCLcC,CLCCCCCCLCCCCCCcLC EINe RIB888411844K CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CC,LIALCLCCC,CCCCECCCCCCI:CCC,CCCCCC
CCCC,,CLCC,CCCCCC,cCtCCCL,CCCCCCCCCCCCC ealid.blidEIBAS4b4d CCCCCC,CCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCC,,,CCCCCCCCCCCCCLCUCCUCC
LCCC:CCCCC4C4,C,C,CCL,CCC.C,CCCCCCCCCc delpmffliadEld8441,0S4 CCCCCCCCCCcCCCCCCC,C,CLCL,CLC,CCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCCCCC
c,cLC,CC,CCCCLcCCLCC, CCCLCC,cCcCCCC b1010018.KOB(19.9S. CCCCCCcCCCCCCCCCCC,CCCLC,CC.C'CCCU,CCCCCCCCCCCCC
r',,,CCCCC,C, ,,CCCCL.C,C.CCCCLCCC( oNdfidlibd.01BU,,W.O. CfCccccfCcCCCCCECCCCLLLL,C4CC CCCLCLCcCcCCcccccCcc
ccCc,CcLL_CC,c:Lc,c,LCLCL,CL,CccC' f,ddesdH98.nead9A0d. LCcC(ccc:CC,CCCCCCCCco.C,,,L7.":LL:cLr,CrCCcccccr
C. cC "C.CCL,,,..C,CC(CC diftlet4.110i.n.9443.1413 ,CCC CC,CCCCCCCC,CCCCC,,,,,,, C'...CCr.,',CCCCCCCC
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11111111111111.11iIiii114,i,ii ,,, 11111 .111111.1'1111111111 2,2,e7re227de2i,7222277277247
111:IIIIIIlilt1111111 x11,1111 .1 .271x,! < 1111111 1,11111111.1111111 ',222,7211227277277722'272227222

II 11111111111111111,11 7ceicc1,,e 111,111,1 1,11,1111111111111 11111i2,1111111112112212222222,
11111111111a111111111.13.111Al 1el<1.1122 4111 1'11111111111111W 22222cc2122222,22,222222,22t2222
1111111111111111,1111111111, III 12x. 1,7x.' 11: 1111111111111111 ' 27722 ,272222222222,7222222222222
1111111111111111111,11111111111 1/111111111.1 111 111.1111111111 7727212222777:777222222222222222
1111111111111111111/11111111.1111 7.tel 1.111'11111411 .1111111111111111 7722222727122,7772277227222222222
Illillilli111,111111111[111,11ii lillillil1111.1 227222122222222272227222222222222
111111111111111,11111/,111.111al 11111,11111111,1 1.111111,11111111' 22272221222 ,2772227772277272272227
1111.1111111111111111.11141.111.1 ,1111,1111 1111 11i1111,111,1411 22,122,,t27ttiii7722222222222222222
111111111111111 111111./.111,1111, 1111111111111,11114111111111111111 222222221222,2,72272272227222222227
1111111'111111,11111,1,11111111111111111111'111111111 111111111111111 .' 2222222212 2222222222221222222222222
1111111111111111111.11111111111111111111111i11111111/1111111111111111 222222222,22222222222222222222222222
11111111.1111111i111111111111,1111111,,,111,1i1111111111111111111.11 22, 2222222,227a27227e272222272227227
1 11111111111111,11,1111,11111111111, 1,1111/111111111111111111 7222222222222222222222222222222222222
11111111111,1111+11111111,11111111111,111111,1i11/1111,11111/11111 72222722 :22222222222222227277222272222
1111.111111111131111.11,11111111,111IIIIIII,111111111l111,311 222222222222222222222222222222222222222Z
111111111111III111 III111,11111111111311,1111, 111111111111111 22,2222222222222222 W22222222222222222222
1111111111111111.111111131111111111111111111 ,111111111131 P222222222222212222122222222222222222222222222
1111111111111311,1111 111,1111111,.1iiiiiiii.1111111111 072,2221,272772722222222772222222222222222227227
1111111111111,1111111111/111111,11,11111111111111 222227772227272772272222222722222222222222222222222
13113111111111i1,11,11111111,1,111111111 1111111 77217222272222,22222222222222222222122222222222222222222
111111111111111,111111,11111,1111111 772222e2277772272222222222222222222222272272222222122222222
1111111111111111illitilliilliiIIIIIIII 2212 217722221, 7727777217222727722222222222222222222722222222222227
1111,1111111,111i111,1111111,111111111 222722242eiiiiitie2727777,72222222722222272222222222222222222222222222
1111111,11111,11,111i111,1111All 222,222722227,722,2727272,222222222722i2222,42727222222222i22222227777
111111111111111111111111 ,1,1111111111 222222222222222221+222222222222227222722222222222222227222222222222222
11,L1111111,1111111111i11111111111 222,721222222e222,2122722272212272772722272222222222227222222222222222
11111111111111111111111111,1111111 27222272722227,222,722277,t2222222222 22122222222222222222222222727
311111111111111 1,11,111131111311111 222227227222222,222727222222222222722 22222,2222222222222222222
1111111111111illiillill11,11111,11111 72.72227722222227222222222222222222227 3731 2 222222222222222
111111111111111111111111i1111111111 2,72222222272222227222222222222222222 333113.1333 222227
11111111,111111111111111111111111111 22212222222222222222222222222222222272 31333J3333333.133
111111111111111111111111,11-1111111111 2222222222222222222222222222222222222 33333333333333)33333334j 333
11111111111111111111111111111111111111 212222222222222222222222222222222222222 3J3333333333333333333333
111111111111'1111111111111111111111111 22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 333333333333333333331
11111111,11111111111111111111/11111111 22222222222222222227222222222222222222222222 33333333333333333333
1111111111111111 11111111,-11i1111111:11 722222222222222,22222727222222222222222222i2222 ))))3))))))3)))))
11111111111li11111111111111111111111111 22222222222222222222222222,2222,222222222222222222 333333333333333
111111111111111111111111111111111111111 222222227222722,2222722222272722222222222222222222222 333333333333
1111111111111111111114111111 3, ",11111 2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 3333333333
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222722 3)3)3)1
.11111111111111111111111i! 11111111111M 22222227222222222222222222272272222222222i22222222222222222 333333
1/111111111111111114111111111111111111111 22722222222227222227,22222222222222222222i2222222222222222222 73 1

Ill111111111111111111111111111,1111111111 22722222222222,222222,22222222272222222222222222222222222222222
11111111111,1111111111111111111111111111 222222222222222722222,2222222227222222222222222222222222222222222
111 1111111111111111111111111111111 11111 22222222222222 22222222.7222222222222222222222722227222222222222222
11111111 111111111111111111111111111111 22222222222222222222222222e.27,,2222222222222222222222222,7222222222
11 11111111111111 ,11111111111111111111 27227222222222222222722222222222222224'2222i222222222222222222222222
11111111 ,11111111111111111111111111 2222222222772222222227222227222222222222,722222[22222222222222222222
1111111111111*1111111111111P111111 2222222222222222222222222222272222222222222222222222222272222222242222
1111111111111111111111111,11111111 2222222222222222222272222222222727222221222,22i22222222222222227222222
1111111111111 ,1111111111111111111 22222212222222,2272222222722222722222222222.222ci222822222222727222222
11111111111111111111,11111111111 22722222,27222222222222722222-7,227222222272222222222222222222222222

I igure 34 Case VI rnbutary Area,

Conclusion

the e\ampl,:s presented here demonstrate the variety ways in whiLli
LANI)USI. Lan pr,m,ide b1511 I III the dt'Vell 0)1111)ttle r-bascd laboratory

Aerosys I or c1kinomu, geography onuses I he Ile \thiluy of the program permits it
to be twilled ni Louise, on neatly any 1,.:,21 and the ly pe uI e \ctu,se,, developed
he ,,inured to any group of students

LANDlISI is still undergoing devt.lopment le g it will soon be possible to study
the I IICLt, kJl s%sleinaltL, areal variations ill prodm wilt) I and Lomment, and
suggestions !win owls ate welcomed
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APPENDIX A

DETAILED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Version 2.0

LANDUSE

Department of Geography

/ Northwestern University

Purpose: Development of land use and market area patterns according to
the basic Thunen model.

Description: Within a rectangular area this program develops the pattern
of land use according to the basic ThUnen model: R = Y(P - C - TD),
where R is the economic rent, Y is the yield per unit area, P is
the unit market price, C is the unit production cost, T is the
unit transportation cost per unit distance and D is the distance
to the market. The use producing the highest rent level is
assumed to occupy the unit of land. In addition to N market
centers and M crops, NROAD highways may be defined for a given
problem. Crop yields (Y) are assumed constant for each crop over
the total area.

In general, the addition of a highway will expand the amount of
usable land by reducing the effective distance from a cell to a
market center and, thereby, reducing the transportation cost.
The restriction of a, the ratio of on-highway to off-highway
movement charges; to 0 < a < 1 implies that the effective distance
along the highway is reduced by the factor a below the same
distance off the highway. As it is possible for a problem to have
multiple highways, it is necessary to consider all possible paths
including the direct path from a given cell to each market center
and to select from these the minimum effective distance. Let
i
l'

i2,
r

. i be subscripts which identify r highways to be

traveled in sequence from alcell to a market center, and assume
further that this is the minimum effective distance path. Let

D
c
be the minimum d'stance from the cell to highway rr, DT the

minimum distance from the market center to highway ir, and

, Di , Di be the distances traveled along the r highways.
1 2

Then the effective distance 0 is given by the formula:

D = D, a. D a. D + + al Di + DT

11 11 12 12 r r

The rectangular area relevant to program computations is between
1 and 110 units horizontally and 1 and 90 units vertically. This
corresponds to the printed maps which are 54 :lines at 110
characters per line. There are 10 characters per inch horizon-
tally but only 6 lines per inch vertically so that the computer
output must be scaled by a factor of 3/S to accwzmodate the printer
and provide the same scale vertically and horizontally. All
coordinates locating towns and roads are specified as arbitrary
integer numbers, however, only the towns and portions of highways
lying within the rectangular area defined by 1 < X < 110 and
1 f Y < 90 will-appear on the output maps.
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The program currently allows maxima of 10 market centers, 12
crops, and 9 highways. Since the minimum distance must be
computed from each cell to each town, problems could be devised
using these maxima which might require a month or more of
computer time. The loner set of maxima of 4 market centers,
4 crops, and 2 highways has been included in the program for
student usage. Access to the expanded set of limits is pro-
vided by punching a decoding "password" of up to 10 characters
in columns 71 - 80 of the problem controkcard.

Data input to the program is an arbitrary sequence of problems
each one beginning with a problem control card. The problem
control card contains, among other things, N, the number of market
centers, M, the number of crops, NROAD, the number of highways,
and NEWCASE, the number of re-scale runs to be made. A problem
is re-scaled by specifying a new origin and a new scale factor
for the maps. The original (reference) problem is then recomputed
with updated coordinates for the market centers and highways.
As N must be greater than zero, a data card giving the market
center coordinates always follows the problem control card. If

> 0, the scale/crop-yield cards followed by the crop parameter

cards appear next in sequence. If NROAD > 0, the highway data

cards (one per highway) are next. Finally, if NEWCASE > 0,

the re-scaling cards (one per re -sale for a total of NEWCASE)

are included. It should be noted that program execution will
be terminated and an error message will be printed out under the
following conditions of the input data:

1) N < 0 or N > MAXN, where MAXN is either 4 or 10;

2) M > MAXM, where MAXM is either 4 or 12;

3) NROAD > MAXR, where MAXR is either 2 or 9;

4) a highway of zero length is specified, i.e. the initial
and final coordinates are identical.

The program output consists of Al an echo check of data inputs,

Eli from one to four maps (depending upon the prc5lea, control
card parameters), and Cl summary tables giving areas in cultiva-
tion and levels of economic rent (if M > 0). The maps are:

11 a location of market centers nap; 2) a sphere of influence
of roads map; 3) a land use map; and 4) a market areas map.
The first bap always appears in the output, and the second
appears if NROAD > O. Maps 3) and 4) are printed if M > 0.

The market center location map contains an X at the positi6n
of each town appearing within the previously defined rectangular

area. Each highway or portion of a highway (if any) within this
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rectangular region is also displayed with identifying numbers
at the initial and final coordinates. An option exists for
selecting the highway symbol. It may be either a dot,(.),

yan asterisk (*), or a plus (.. The default option is a dot.

The sphere of influence of a highway is the set of cells for
which the average effective distance from the cell to all N
market centers is less than the average airline distance to
the towns or the average effective distance to the towns using
all other highways. A cell within the sphere of 'influence .

of a highway is identified on the map with the highway number.
Those cells whose minimum average distance is the average
airline distance are left blank. If the average effective
distances are equal for two highways with respect to a given
cell, an equal (r) sign is printed in the cell.

The land use map displays the regions of crop cultivations
with a letter symbol printed in each cell associated with a
crop. The market areas map indicates with a number symbol over
the same region the market where the crops are sold. An equal (.)

sign is printed in those cells where it is equally profitable
to grow either of two crops or sell the product at either of
two markets, respectively. Regions for which the rent is 4 0

are left blank.

If t4,0, distances on the map may be scaled by a multiplying factor,
SCALE, This factor has meaning only if WO as a result of the
effect of distance on the rent computations. All points on or
off the, maps are specified in terms of integer coordinates so
that a unit increment in either the horizontal or vertical direction
corresponds to a distance of 1/10" on the printed output. The

factor SCALE is a non-negative floating point number (if SCALE
0.0, it is reset to 1.0) which assigns a physical distance to

this unit increment. The physical distance may be either abstractly
defined or in feet, miles, etc.; and 10.0*SCALE is the distance
per inch of the printed output maps. This distance scale is
printed at the bottom of each map if FPO. To obtain maps of dif-

ferent regions within the same problem requires the modification
of the coordinates of all market centers and highways and/or
SCALE leaving the remalnini data the same. In this case physical

distance must be invariant, i.e. modifying the value of SCALE or
shifting the origin necessarily causes a consistent modification
of the integer coordinates which will preserve actual distance.
Thus,

where
sd = c

c the physical distance and is constant

s . the scale factor
d = distance on the map
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Let us assume that data has been pfeparpd for a problem
which will produce output maps in a coordinate system (x,y)

and that maps of the same problem in a coordinate system (x0,y')
are desired. Also, let s and s' represent the distance scales
in the uiiprimed and primed systems; and let (x0 yo) be the
unprimed coordinates of the origin of the primed System. If

(xl,y1) represents an arbitrary point in the unprimed system,
its corresponding point in the primed system is (x10,1) where,

x' s/s' (x
1 -

x
0

)

yi = s/s' (yl- y0)

All coordinates of market centers and highways must be transformed
as above and rounded off to closest integer values. Note that
the new coordinate system is completely specified by x0, y0, and s'.

The following example illustrates the salient points of the above

discussion. Assume that data has been prepared for a'problem
having a market center located off the maps at (x1,y1) = (120,-20)
with a scale of 4.0. For the same problem it is desired to obtain
maps of the rebion surrounding the m ket center and having a

scale of 3.0. Let (x00,0) = (90,-40). Then

x' = 4/3 (120 - 90) . 40

y; . 4/3 (-2Q - (-40)) = 26 2/3 = 27

and the new data would include the point (40,27) as the location
of the market center.

The rogram contains an option which will autoratically re-scale
any problem. The problem as specified by the data immediately
following the problem control card will be called the reference
case. Each re-scale data card which follows a reference case
contains the coordinates of a new origin and a new scale factor.'
The coordinates of the market centers and highways in the reference
case are saved and new coordinates are computed relative to the
reference problem for each re-scaling. Re-scaling may be done if

M . 0, in which case the reference scale factor is assumed to be
1.0. The number of the reference case is printed for each re-
scaling along with the x and y coordinates of the new origin. The

!Cale ratio, i.e. the ratio of the reference scale factor to the
new scale factor (s/s') is also printed. Under'the existing input

data structure a problem may be 're- sealed as many as ninety-nine

times. The user is cautioned not to specify a scale.factor on a
re-scale card so large that a highway is effectively reduced to
zero length, i.e. the initial and final coordinates coincide. This

will cause execution to be terminated.
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Dick rake-Up: A) Basic structure [CDC 6400]
1) Systems cards
2) EOR card
3) Program decks
4) EOR card
S) Data deck
6) EOR card
7) EOI card

Card eon-at:

B) Data deck structure - The following sequence is repeated
once for each problem
1) Problem control card
2) Market center location card(s)
3) Scaling and crop yield card(s) [if M > 0]
4) Crop parameter card(s) [if M > 0]
5) Highway parameter card(s) (if NROAD > 0]
6) Re-scale card(s) [if NEWCASE > 0]

Problem Control Card - FOk'AT (512, 7A10)
Cols. 1 - 2 N = nu2ber f centers [1 < N < 10 if password

is used;, 1 < N < 4 otheri,lise]

Cols. 3 - 4 M = number of cso ,M.< 12 if password is u,ed;
M < 4 otherwise)

Cols. 5 - 6 NROAD = number of 1.ighways INROAD < 9 if password
is used; NROAD < 2 otherwise]

Cols. 7 - 8 ISYM < 0 if highways are to be displayed on all
map,; ISYM > 0 if highways are to be displayed on
the location of market centers map-oLly, = 1

if aighhay symbol is to be an asterisk ( .) and

2 if the symbol is to be 4 plus (+). The
highway syilbol will be a dot(.) for any otner value
of ISM

Cols. 9 - 10 NEWCASE = number of re-scale cards for the current
problem (if > 0). If NEWCASE < 0, the problem is
not to be re-scaled.

Cols. 11 - 70 Any title information

Cols. 71 - 80 Any word with up to 10 symbols. If this word is
the password, the limits on the number of centers,
crops and highways are increased.

Market Center Location Card(s) - FORMAT (8110)
The X and I coordinates are specified pairwise in integer format
at field width increments of 10 in the following sequence.
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X
1,

Y1, the X and Y coordinates of center 1

X2, Y
2'

the X and Y coordinates of center 2

XN, Y 11' the X and Y coordinates of center N

Note that 044] 1 cards are required.*

Scaling and Crop Yield Card(s) - FORMAT (8E10) t

Cols. 1 - 10 SCALE = the distance scale factor. Ten times
this number is the scale printed below each
output map. If SCALE = 0.0, it will be reset to 1.0.

Cols. 11 - (Y(I), I = 1, M) = the crop yields per unit
area for crops 1 through M, respectively, at
field width increments of 10.

Note that (M/8) + 1 cards are required.

Cropparameter Card(s) - FORMAT (3E10)t
Cols. 1 - 10 the unit market price
Cols. 11 - 20 the unit production cost
Co:,. 21 - 30 the unit transportation cost per unit distance

Note that there is one data card per crop per market center
for a total of (N) (M) cards. The crop parameters for crops
1 through M with respect to market center 1 are read first;
parameters of crops 1 through M with respect to market center 2
are read in next;, etc.

Highway Parameter Card(s) - FOWIAT(4110, E10).
Cote. 1 - 10 X coordinate of starting point
Cols. 11 - 20 Y coordinate of starting point
Cols. 21 - 30 X coordinate of ending point
Cols. 31 - 40 Y coordinate of ending point
Cols. 41 - SO ALPHA, the ratio of on-highway to

off-highway movement charges.
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Note:,

Note that there is one data card per highway for a total
of NROAD cards.

Re-scale Card(s) - FORMAT (2110, E10)t

X coordinate of tvw origin in reference system
Y c,nrdinate of new origin in reference system
SCALE = the new distance scale factor. Ten times
this number is the scale printed below each
output map if M > O. If SCALE = 0.0, it will be
reset to 1.0.

Cols. 1 - 10
Cols. 11 - 20

Cols. 21 - 30

* (X] means the integer part of X.

t The ElO FORMAT allows the user to specify input data either in
F or E form within a field width of 10 columns. The decimal
point rust be punched in any case.

The program LANDUSE requires the subroutines
PROJCT and REGION and needs 50000

8
central memory locations

o compile. The program only requires 330008 locations to

load and go. It is hritten in FORTRAN I7 for the CDC 6400
computer. Execution tine is on the order of from 5 to 20
seconds for problems having up to 2 highways, but increases
exponentially with an increase in the number of highways
beyond 2. A strong factor affecting the amount of running
time is the complexity, i.e. multiplicity of intersections,
of the highway network.

Programmer::: Bruce Anderson and Duane P. Marble, August 1970.
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APPENDIX B

THE GEOGRAPHY PROGRAM EXCHANGE

The Geography Program Exchange (GPE) has been established to assist
universities and other non-profit organizations with the interchange of computer
software which relates to problems of a geographic nature. The GPE operates on a
self-sustaining basis with the assistance of a m9dest grant from the Mathematical
Social Scimces Board Its services made available to qualified users anywhere in
the world

The GPE maintains a central file of specialized computer programs with
associated documentation and test data sets, and makes copies of all or part of this
material available to qualified users at cost. The programs held by the GPE
represent specialized materials developed for use in geographic research and
teadung. no at temp' is made to duplicate standard statistical programs. Distnbu-
tton of available programs is in the form of punched cards or BCD tapes, and
a..ociated documentation is also distributed in machine readable form. The GPE
also produces a brief guide to its program holdings which is available without
charge. Current program holdings are based mainly upon the specialized program
libraries of the University of Iowa, Michigan. Michigan State and Northwestern
University as well as individual programs from many other institutions. The GPE
actively solicits programs and. if the program submitted appears to be of enough
general interest, it will be added to those distributed. All software handled by the
GPI: is obtained and distributed on a noiroyalty basis.

In addition, the GPE also publishes an irregular newsletter which; at present, is
mcorpori ted in Current Research Notes in Quantitative and Theoretical Geography.
This is diAnbuted without charge by the International Geographical Union
Commission on Quantitative Methods and requests for copies should be directed to

Professor Forrest R. Pitts
Social Science Research Institute
University of lima!!
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 U.S.A.

Although the GPE operates with limited resources, it does attempt to provide
assistance to those departments and indiv,duals who are beginning to make use of
the digital computer as a research and teaching tool.

Overall management of the GPE is provided by a board consisting of Professors
Duane F Marble (Northwestern). Waldo R. Tobler (Michigan). Robert I. Wittick
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1
(Michigan State), and Forrest R. Pitts (Hawaii). Professor Wittick is in charge of
operations and all inquiries relating to activities of the GPE should be directed to

him at the following address

Professor Robert Wittick
Computer Institute for Social Science Research
Michigan State University
East Lansing. Michigan 48823 U.S.A
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APPENDIX C

KEYPUNCH INSTRUCTIONS

Vogelback Cc ating Centcr
Northwestetn Univer.ity
Evanston, Illinois

15,1 2bPrIntinn Card Punch

General Onn:atton.

Information is punched in a card by operating a typccriter style heboald,
which punches letters, digits, or special chaTactels int., card colurms.
operator prc,o,c ; the "feed" button on the keyboard which raves a card down
from the hopper. When the "register" button is dcptessed,' the first colarn of
the card is po,itioned wide; the punchin3 station. The cards ale punchtd fiem
left to right, one colu-n at a time. After each card is punched, the ctr., lq

aueor..atIcally position d for the next coltin. After all 80 columms c.tc 7unched,
the card automatically is re_isteted under the reaeing station, through ihi.h
it passett, -- column by colurn -- in phis, with the card fnllowing it at the
punching strtvn. Wlicn the catd at the punching station is relea,td, the card
at the 'reading station rdvds into the card sticker.

Because p.v.i,ag, through the rc idIng station is in phase with passila,

through the punching static-, holes sen,ed at the read siirion can bc
into the following card paislng ..ridet the punch station. The abllity to dupli
cate Information from card to card reduces the arount of rnnual punching picded..
Data common to a group of cards ray be punched into the first c,rd of a grow,
and duplicated into the remaining ones. Depressing tie "junlicatJ" k,s ;,an
accomplish this, or it ca be done autori,tically by the keypunch opiiattn order
preplanned control (drum or program staid).

Other functions that ce-, be put urdr automatic control are printtn,
skipping columns, and ejecting and feeding cards. Accords g to the re,umcs tints
of the card form ii, a p -it tern can be established so that the keypunch can skip

columns, duplicate field,, or release the card when punching is fin.,11cd but
before column 80 is reached.

Instructing the keypunch to skip, duplicate, or release upon reachinc
certain colurn location, is known; as pre.gramsing. The operator progia-- the
keypunch by punching a control card, wrapping the card around a cylIndel er
drum, and inserting the drum on a spindle in the riachir ". The bele, in tld
card control the operation of the machine, causing it to perform specifted
functions auteecat,cally.

Operating Feature,

Card Hooper

The card hopper is located on the upper right side of the machine. The card,
are placed in the hopper face forward, 9's down, and arc fed front catd first.
A card is fed from the hopper to the card bed au tomitically or by Jepie,sien
of a card !Led key. The first two cards to be punLbed rust he fed by is ds-

pression, but all other cards in the hopp,1 ray bs fc d automatitally, undti
switch control.
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Punohinw, 3t9.tt.,n

Punching is perfotred at the fttst of two stations in the caLd bed through which

the cards pass. To start an op :anon, two cards are fed into the card bed at

the right of tro punching station. A. the second card Is fed in, the first, catd

Is autur.atLcally registered for punching -- that ts, tt is positioned at the

punch station.

Pcact Sr it ion

The reading station, where th. cards are read for duplicatin, is lotatd appro.ci-
marcly the dist,nce of one card to the left of the punching station. Each card

that has ben punched pa.,o through the read station as the' next catd is being

punched. The ti.o cards rove in synchronism, colun by colurn, and infori.lation

to b. duplicated i, tia.sfrred from the first card to the second. Reading from

one card to another can be conzrvIled, I-acid by field, so that only the desired

anfotratton is duplicated.

This feature cltmlnatc, card handling foi the duplIcat ton of infcr7ntion from

cards prared drin,; th, unchlr operatcon. Card handler Is neci ary only
when an operation r.quites di.piic,at on loco prLpunchd rii.ter card,.

Carl Stae.sr

The card stacker is located on th ,:ter 1,rt side of the machine on a level

wtth the hopper. After each card passes the read start it is fed into the

sticl.er autoAtlially or by key depression. When the ds are recoved from

th, stacker, they arc in their original sequence.

Ksy

This key is located beloc. the card bed between the reatl and punch stations. As

long as tt is held depiesede the cards at the punch and r. ad stations ale hick-
spaced continaosly until colu n 1 Is reached. At the same tire, the program

card, shier, contro! , as ad duplicating, is also back,paced.

Program Unit

Automatic skipping, automatiL duplicating, and shifting from numerical to alpha-
betic punching and vice versa ate controlled by the program unit. Each et these

operatIon, is designated by .t spciftc code r corded in a program card. (See

Program Cacd Code,) The program card is then fastened around a proiram drum
and Inserted in the machine, uhre It is read by a sensing mechanism. The drum

revolVes in step tth the m,vent of the cards past the punch and recd stations
so that the program cods control the operation:, column by column.
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Program Control Lever

Operation of the program unit is controlled by the program control lever,
located below the program unit. When this lever is turned on, the program
sensing mechanist; is lowered so that it rests on the program drum, and the
codes punched in the program card control the various automatic operations.

Column Indicator

The indicator, located At the base of the program drum holder, indicates to
the operator the next column to be punched. Refer to this Indi,atot as a guide
for spacing or backspacing to a particular column.

Keyboards !!urger 3 Combination alphabetic and numcrical ke,.heard, plus 11
spectaj characters.

The combinition keyboards have the be,t features of botb a typewriter and a
numerical key punch. the letter keys are arranpd for operation by the stan-
dard typewriter touch system, while the digit keys are placed so that a rapid
three-finger tu,1, syste-' can be used. The usual numerical keys on a typc.ittet
haw been ell- r.at.d, instead, a group of dual purpose keys at the ri,ht seites
for digit 1, wail a3 letter punching. This permits punchin, with
rtilit hand. Th, touch sitem for the ten nnmelical is 1nd,-, fin,:el 101
digits 1, 4, a-d 7, m,ddle finger for digits 2, 5, and S. and ring finf'et
digits 0, 3, 6, and ^ The punching of a digit of a letter with any ,at the
combination keys de,iads upon the shift of the keyboard. For exanple, depi,s-
ston of thc 4-J key punches a 4 then the keyboard is in numerical shat, but
a J when in alphabetic shift. This shifting is similar to upper or lower ,a,e
shifting on a standard typewriter and mity be controlled autoritticall, be th,

program unit or manually by key depression.

Th, fourth row of keys contains four special character keys at the Lit. Illese

keys punch eight characters as shown on the key tops, four in no9VrLkJI and
four in alphabetic shift.

Program Card

The pregra card controls the automatic operations for the coltesponding so lure
of the cards being punched. The control punching : zr tne pragram card
depends on the function, to be controlled, e.g., skipping, h.plicating, and
alphabetic punching.

Field De f t ;2ri (172 punch "+a

A 12 punch (+) should be punched in every column except the first (1,ft-haud
po,it:on) of every field to be skipped, duplicated, or panually pun,bd, These
12's serve to continue to the end of a field any skip or duplication started
within that field.
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Automatic (Il_purich "-")

An 11 punch in the first column of any field at vocal ly starts a skip,
which is cuntioued over that field by the 12's pLoched in the temaining columns
of the f teld. If a single column is to be auto, ,tikally 'pp. d, it is punched

with an Ii. This coding operates in conjunction with the aut.miti, skip-
duplicate switch, which must be on to start the skipping automatically.

Au tor.it_lsDo_plx.:.t_

A zero punched in the first column of any field auto+at ically statts duplica-
tion, which is continued over that field by the 12's punched in the reraining
columns of the fief "f a sirgle colura is to be autovratically duplicated;

it is punched with

A Ikha 1,e t Sh ft _(!)_

When the pro6ram c -rid is in the machine, the combinat lo- keyboard is normal lc

in numLrical shirt, and depression of any one of the tr.o-pi.rpo,, lets caut., ,

a f tgnr, to he punched. To punch a letter, the combinat ion keyboird wust,
shifted for a 1 phab,t ic punch ing. This sh. f t ing is p r forred au t onar 11 a 1 iN

a 1 in the program card in each column of the alphabetic field.

Prow__ Card Cod

Code Function

12 + Field Definition
1 - Start Automat ic Skip

0 S tart Automatic Duplication
Alphabetic Shift

2 left Zero Print
3 Print Suppression

Program -Drum

Ihe program card is mounted on a program drum for insertion in 01. nu,litu, .

Ole program drum has a clamping strip to hold lift card, and a handlr art tho top

to tighten or release the strip. To fasten a card around Ole to'., Ole

following steps.

I. hold the drum in a horizontal posit ion with the handle to th ri,,lo
the handle away (counter-clockwise) as far as it will go. This loosens the

smooth edge of the clamping stri-.

2. Insert the column 80 edge of the card under the smooth edge of the clamping

strip Iwo alignment check holes In the clamping strip make it possible to

gee that the card is flush with the metal edge under the strip. The card

should be posit toned so that the 9's edge is against the rim of the drum
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3. Turn the handle to the Lent,: posLtiun. This tightens the smooth edge of
the clamping strip a-:d loosens the toothed edge.

s

4. Wrap the card ttgnily around the drum and insets the coluiun 1 edge under the
toothed edge of the clamping strip.

5. Tc..rn the handle toward you (clockwise) as far as it will go. This fastens
the toothed edge of the clamping strip. The drum is.now ready to be inserted
in the machine.

To rcmove a card from the drum, the above procedure should be followed in tie
reverse order.

With the rlgram sensing mechanism raised, the drum is placed on the spindle
under the center cover of the punch, postttbned so that the aligning, pin falls
in the aligning hole in the column indicator dial. The program control levy
is tarried on to lower the reading star wheels onto the program card, and th,
release key is depressed, to engage the reading mechanism fully. Whenevet the
drum is to be removed, the program control lever must first be turned off to
raise the star wheels.

When the porch is operated without program conixol, the keyboard is in alpha-
betic shift. When the program control lever is Curried on, the keyboard is in
numerical shift for all columns except those punched with the alphabetic field
coding in the program card. If it is necessary to punch digits with the ptogtam
off or in an otherwise alphabetic field,'the ig.111,ertcal shift key is held dos.ii

while the digit keys are depressed. 'Similarly, when it is necessary to punch
some letters in an otherwise numerical field, the alphabetic shift Le\ is held
down whit.: the letter keys are depressed.

Skip Kg

The purpose of this key is to skip any field that is coded with 12's in the
program card, Depression of the key starts the skip and the 12's, in succeeding
columns of the field, continue the skip for the rest of the field.

Dash Skip (or) Dash Key

When'the keyboard isin numerical shift, depression of th1 y punched an 11
hole and causes skipping fo? the rest of the field as dote, .d by the succes-
sive columns punched 12 in theprogram card. When the kyyboatd.is in al,,,hihttic
shift, depression of this key punches an 11 hole but doe, not cause .hipt,tit.

Duplicate Key s
Any traormation, manually, punched in one card and co-non to one or mote succes-
sive cards, can he duplicated by use of this key. Depression of tuts hey at
the begtrning of a field starts duplication, and the 12's punched in the program
card continue the duplication for the rest of the

1
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Eeybodcd

Puncher: k;e.s

Keys 1-18 can oe depressed orly «hen the keyb,ard is in alphaletic shift to

punch the letters andl,dtd. If ore of thse 'rays i depressed «nilo the 'rey-

board is in ru shift, tht mach:de locks. Operdtion can be re-1u a by

releasing ft2 card, or Iv, ilepresayg t alphabetie shift key «hich will cau,e

the letter to be pudhed.

Combination keys 19-29 can be depressed «hen the key'doard Is in either ,um.!rical

or alphabetic shift to punch the characters controlled by that key.

Keys 4C-43 par,11 multiple digits for eight sn,elal characters. They can b.. de-

pressed «hen the keyboard Is In either numerical or alphabetic shift.

Space Bar

The space bar car be depressed at any time in a manual field to Cause spaeing

over or colum of t«.2 card.

Functional Keys

30 NLX (numerical shift) shifts the combination keyboard Into nu ,diiLal pis

tton as long as it is held down.

31 ALPH (alphabetic shift) shifts the combination keyboard into alphabc't3,

position as long as it is held do -m. It is normally used to permit the pumdhing

of letters Cr an otht,:ase rumerical field.

32 DUP (duplicate causes punching by reading from 0,a preceding card.

34 RFT. (reled,,e) causes the cards at the punch and read stations ,to- be i,h
completely past those ,-:ta,lond. Field, program. ed :0; automatic duphccrion

beyond the point of release arc punched in the card before relea4e is et'
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35 FEED (card feed) souse, a card feed cycle

1. Feeds a card from the hopper.
2. Regis Let'. the card,. at the punch and read scat Ions.
3. Stacks the car,' from the le f t.' of the card bed.

36 SKI use skipping of the field for which it is deptessed.

17 Ittua y..ard rt,g,s ter) i-u used pr :warily when inserting raids mtnualiy

44 NUIT PCII (sul t /pl.' punch) is held duu..11 to permit the punching tit note than
one digit in a colurn. The keyboard is in nceaorIca 1 sl ift when this key is
depressed.

(Note An example of the use of the multiple punch key is

END OF RECORD

* -k *T.***Y. x * * * * * * * * ;; * * 0 * * * * * 1

SarrolL for Fortran state--Jnts. (Note that "A" punch defines an
alphabetic field length.)

7 73 So

( ..,

+1 + l' f IAAAAA.V.A......%.* \ . \ ...,..1.2,Vti`A.A.A.A `,'..AAAAAAA. %.1.-1AA.2.2,..1/4,,,,...AA. \ A1.',..V..V..A.1.13,..1.1.1.',..1A.V. -4- , I. * +

col 1-5 nurser c (,stater.ent number)
6 numeric (continuation)

7-72 alphabetic (to punch numeric inforratirn, depress NUN key)

73-80 at.tor -ltic skip and release of card

* * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * * 0 k

Sa-ole provram card for data cords.

1 6 II 21 31 61 :30

( 4-4-1.-+- + 14+ - +1,-+4.-+ + +44- +-1-4-4-+-444-+ 044-+- 4-4-+-+ -1-4--+-4 + +44-+-+-4-f +-, +-1,- +-+ + i- + - ++-+-4-1-1-+ f 4 + + t + + + +

col. I- 5 ID (numeric)
6-10 Skip

11-20 Numert.
21-30 Skip
31-60 Duplicate preceding card -(numeric)
61-80 S./4p and release card

InformatIon for di:, ;sus tructuan sheet u.u, oht,:uun.d fuom tlu lb". 'L in , t

I8N11oferencu ".n.,11 2'. lard Pu..11 2u Prim' Curl Ptin.11, Fer
Da Plk , fof,5,

Pp. 8-51.
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